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Campus Loses $7 Million in the 
Second Budget Cut in Two Years
JOHN SPARACIO /  THE MONTCLARION
President Susan A. Cole discussed the recent budget cut announcment to members 
of the University Senate during yesterday’s meeting.
Frigid
Weather
Freezes
Campus
Additional 
Heat Offered 
To Some Rooms
By Lillian M. Aleman 
News Editor
Below-freezing tempera­
tures in the eastern region 
has affected campus heat­
ing throughout various build­
ings, offices, and residence 
halls.
Although, according to 
Director of the Physical Plant, 
Kiki Williams, there has not 
bee© an instance of burst­
ing pipes, which is a normal 
occurrence in this type of 
weather, there has-been a 
multitude of calls relating to 
heating deficiencies.
“There was nothing 
wrong with the heating, we 
are producing enough to 
support the campus,” said 
Williams.
"The calls were relating to 
comfort."
Students have com ­
plained that certain buildings 
on campus, such as Finley 
and Dickson Halls, have left 
them no choice but to wear 
their outside winter apparel 
in class.
"It’s freezing outside and 
I’m glad to get inside of a 
See "HEAT'on p .6
Cole Unsure of 
MSU’s Reaction
By Jennifer Bender 
StaffWriter
G o v e r n o r  J a m e s  
McGreevey announced 
on Tuesday that four-year 
colleges and universities 
of New Jersey would be 
receiving an $86 million 
reduction in their budgets, 
resulting in a 14-percent 
budget cut for MSU.
As the 12 public institu­
tion representatives, includ­
ing MSU President Susan 
Cole, were called into 
the governor’s office, they 
received information from 
McGreevey as to why the 
budget cut was necessary.
“ With the Ndw Jersey 
economy being poor and 
revenues low, the Gover­
nor isn’t bringing in the 
funds that he wanted,” 
stated Cole yesterday as 
she addressed the campus 
community during a Senate 
meeting.
While Cole has said noth­
ing drastic will be done on 
the MSU campus, changes 
will be occurring.
The Outstanding Schol­
ars Assistance Program, 
which is supported by the 
state, has had $3.3 million 
cut from it. Because of this 
factor, there will be no new 
incoming class of outstand­
ing scholars next year.
As stated in the Star 
Ledger on Wednesday, 
McGreevey’s upcoming 
budget will not include an 
increase in sales or income 
tax, but will include cuts else­
where to ensure a balanced 
budget.
Due to a change made 
by former governor, Ghristine
Whitman, fringe benefits had 
been placed in university 
accounts. While the $46.3 
million in existing state appro­
priations for MSU appears 
to be $66.3'million (when 
added with the $20 million 
in fringe benefits for MSU 
employees), this is not really 
the case.
Cole will be applying the 
14-percent cut to the $46.3 
million, totaling $7 million.
“ Hopefully this is some­
thing that is temporary and 
will only get better,” stated 
Lisa Maikisch, a Business
See "CUTS" on P .6
Specifics Released for the $41 - Thousand
Rooms Located in the New Residence Village
By M elinda Smith 
Chief Copy Editor
Ten months ago, the new 
resident village was only a 
plan on d piece of paper 
and now it is well on its way 
to being finished. Just in time 
to give students next fall the 
option of paying $l 0,175 for 
a room for the year.
The village will house 840 
beds, with 822 expected to 
produce revenue. There will 
be 212 apartments within 
the village, four people per
apartment.
Though, there will be four 
people |n
two full bathrooms and the 
other with two single bed­
rooms and
e a c h  
a p a r t ­
m e n t ,  
there are 
two types 
of apart- 
m e n t s 
b e i n g  
o ffe re d . 
One with 
four single 
b e d - . !  
rooms, a 
living room. kitchen and
one double 
b e d r o o m  
with the rest 
of the 
a p a rtm e n t 
being identi­
cal in that the 
living room, 
kitchen, and 
b a th room s 
will be the 
same. It has 
yet to be 
established whether the pric­
66 Y o u ’r e  payin g
MORE TO LIVE FUR­
THER AWAY FROM 
YOUR CLASSES, IT’S 
RIDICULOUS. 99
-E>ri<dg&t Emtl&ry 
Junior A rts /SAojor
ing for these apartments will 
be different. As of now, they 
are the same.
Whether the prices 
change for singles or dou­
bles, they most likely won’t 
jump too far from the tenta­
tive price of $10,175 for an 
eleven and a half-month 
lease from August 30- until 
August 16, the next year, 
according to the Director 
of Residence Life, Regina 
Sargent.
“ I think it ’s outrageosly 
priced, and you're paying 
more to live further away
from your classes, it’s ridic­
ulous,” said junior Bridget 
Butler, Art Major.
The extra two weeks not 
included in the lease will 
be free for those students 
who continue on to another 
year or will give the staff 
of Residence Life time to 
clear out the apartments for 
incoming residents.
Each apartment will 
include; a dishwasher, elec­
tric stove, refrigerator, eat in 
counter, heat and air condi­
tioning, a coinless laundry
See "R E S -H A L L S "  ON p. 8
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01/26/03- Bohn Hall 
resident Nathan Leon Kipp 
(20) and Blanton Hall 
resident Lamar M. Freeman 
(20) were charged with 
possession of alcohol 
and are waiting for a 
court date in the Clifton 
Municipal Court.
1/25/03 - A white powdery 
substance was found at 
Panzer Gym. A search of 
the area revealed that 
the substance was from 
a fire extinguisher that 
was activated. The 
maintenance department 
responded to the scene.
1/24/03 -Drug 
paraphernalia was found 
in a resident's room 
(Blanton Hall) during 
an active firfe alarm.
The case is under 
investigation.
1/23/03 - A female 
MSU student reported to 
police that while her 
vehicle was parked in Lot 
19, unknown individuals 
gained entry, ransacked 
the inside and removed 
several items.
1/23/03 - A male MSU 
student reported to 
police that while his 
vehicle was parked in Lot 
30, unknown individuals 
popped out the driver's 
side door lock. The car 
was ransacked and several 
items were reported 
missing.
1/22/03 -A female Bohn 
Hall Resident reported 
her wallet missing from 
her room. The case is 
under investigation.
Anyone who has information regarding these 
incidents is urged to call the police station from 
any campus phone at T-l-P-S (8477). All calls 
are strictly confidential.
Accident V ictim  in Fair Condition 
A 60-year-old township man was in fair condition at Morristown 
AAembrial; Hospital after being sfFudTby a vehicle at Millburn 
Avenue and Walnut Street. Jeremy Allen suffered compound leg 
fractures and head trauma after he was hit Friday afternoon by 
a-Toyota Camry'driven by Edgardo Adelante of Union, who was 
traveling east on Millburn Avenue. Adelante, 49, was treated at 
Morristown Memorial and released that same day.
Ex-actor Gets Term for Police Chase  
A former, movie actor was sentenced yesterday to 4 1/2 years 
in prison for leading police on a high-speed chase along Route 1 
and injuring his passenger when he crashed to a stop. Jermaine 
Hopkins pleaded guilty last M ay to charges of eluding police 
and assault by auto for seriously injuring his passenger, Tanya 
Washington, who was thrown from the car.
Police Find Man Stabbed to Death 
An man in his 50s was found stabbed to death yesterday in his 
Union Avenue apartment. It was the townships second stabbing 
death in: four days. There were no signs of forced entry,, and 
police responded to the upper floor apartment of the Victim after 
friends and neighbors called and expressed worry about the man s 
well-being. The victim, whose name was not released'pending 
notification of relatives, was pronounced dead at the scene.
Compiled from The Star Ledger by Lillian M. Aleman
Fatal Drug Supply Plant B last in North Carolina 
An explosion at a pharmaceutical supply plant in Kinstori, North 
Carolina, killed several people and injured others Wednesday, 
authorities said, sending clouds of black smoke billowing into the 
sky. The explosion at West Pharmaceuticals, which makes syringes 
and other plastic medical supplies, occurred shortly before 2 p.m. 
Kinston City Manager Ralph Clark said the explosion b|ew doors 
open on houses more than one-and-a-half miles away. The cause 
of the explosion was under investigation. Dozens of emergency 
crews wére on the scene, including about seven emergency 
helicopters to airlift people out.
Powell May Take U.S. Intelligence to U.N. 
Secretary of State Colin Powell may present new U:S. evidence 
against Iraq to the U.N. Security Council next week, a senior 
administration official told CNN Tuesday. The Bush administration 
said Monday it is likely to declassify'intelligence as early as next 
week that it says would prove senior Iraqi officials have been 
Concealing weapons and evidence of weapons programs from 
U.N. weapons inspectors. Powell’s appearance before the Security 
Council is still be decided. “He may go but no final decision 
has been made,” the administration official said. But there is 
concern within, the administration that releasing information would 
compromise sources, and two officials said the scope of the 
planned release has not been determined.
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University Police Increase Security in Lots
In the Span of Three Days, Eight Vehicles Have Equipment Stolen From Them
Equipment Theft 
On Campus Lots
L o ts  on cam pus th a t have 
experienced the ft fro m l .15.03 
to  1.22.03
By Lillian M. Aleman
NewsEditor
A total of thirteen cars had equip­
ment stolen from them while parked 
in various lots across campus since 
January 15.
Eight of the 13 reported thefts 
were reported within the span of 
three days.
The most recent thefts reported 
were on January 22 and Januray 23 
when the owner o f a 1997 Mitsubishi 
and a 2001 Honda reported to the 
University Police that equipment 
within the vehicles had been stolen.
The rash of thefts began at 2:30 
p.m. on January 15, when the owner 
of a 1996 Honda reported their vehi­
cle stolen.
Although the car was recovered, 
seven owners of vehicles parked 
on campus reported that their car 
had been broken into the very next 
day. A 1997 Volkswagen, two 1995 
Hondas, a 1994 Volkswagen, a 1990 
Eagle, and a 1995 Dodge Neon had 
stereo equipment stolen from them.
Six of the reported thefts in those 
cases had their driver’s side door 
pried open. When asked if the locks 
from these vehicles were pried in a 
similar fashion, Lt. Boyd Lyons of the 
University Police said, “This is part 
of an active case and we cannot 
discuss this matter. Any information 
could jeopardize our investigation.”
Lyons was also unable to answer 
questions regarding their belief about 
the origins'ofTtrcr theft and Whether 
or not the thefts could have been
caused by the same person, or 
group of people.
Thefts continued on January 17, 
as the owners of a 2000 Honda and 
1994 Acurd parked on campus also 
reported missing stereo equipment
from their vehicles.
Currently, University Police patrols 
the campus using both patrol vehicles 
and bike patrol.
“We have 25 Police Officers total 
in the Department and we routinely
patrol 24-hours a day. The number 
of officers varies day to day,” said 
Lyons.
University police is planning orr
See "THEFT ÔN P. 7
Nationwide Search for Assistant VP Ends
University Finds Its Man Right a t Home; MSU Senior Project Manger Chosen
By Jennifer Bender search, the new Assistant Vice
StaffWriter President for Facilities Operations
-------------------- -----------------------------  was announced in an e-mail sent
to all faculty and staff members 
After a nationwide, seven month Tuesday, January 21.
Watkins, currently the Senior Proj­
ect Manager of Architectural and 
Engineering Services on campus, 
will begin his new position on Febru­
ary 10.
The new position was created 
after Patricia Hewitt, former Vice 
President for Business and Facilities 
left MSU.
As the Assistant Vice President for 
Facilities Opera­
tions, Watkins will 
acquire many 
responsibilities, 
including over­
seeing house­
keeping and 
ground services, 
la n d s c a p in g , 
m a in tenance , 
and utilities.
Along with 
these areas on 
campus, the 
new position also 
requires super­
vision of maintenance vehicles 
(including shuttle buses), trans­
portation and parking, and mail 
services.
Vice President for Business and 
Facilities, the former position, 
included the supervision of the 
above and the responsibilities of 
purchasing.
“The new position oversees daily 
operations on the campus," said 
Harry-Schuckel, Senior Vice Presi­
dent for A dministration. “We have
no intentions on re-creating the 
previous position."
According to Schuckel, after an 
intense and national search to fill 
the position, Watkins' outstanding 
history as a well-respected and high- 
achieving Physical Plant administra­
tor resulted in his appointment to 
the position.
“ I am confident that he [Watkins] 
will make imme­
diate and insti­
tutionally signifi­
cant contributions 
to our campus," 
said Schuckel.
Prior to working 
in MSU’s Architec­
tural and Engi­
neering Services 
Department, Wat­
kins worked as the 
Director of Physical 
Plant at the British 
Columbia Institute 
of Technology in
Canada.
Watkins also served as the Execu­
tive Director for Administration and 
Director of Property and Plant at- 
Lakeland College in Canada:
Turn to page 10 in the Feature 
section to see a com plete profile 
of the new Assistant Vice President 
Walter Watkins.
66 I AM CONFIDENT
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Virus Attacks MSU Campus Over the 
Weekend; IT Department Works to Cure It
By James Topoleski 
Editor-in-Chief
Internet traffic yet again crawled 
to a standstill, when MSU became 
one of many institutions and busi­
nesses that were attacked by a virus 
called the SQL Slammer Worm, this 
past Saturday.
The virus, which affected servers 
who use Microsoft's SQL Server 2000 
or any software using the Microsoft
Developer Engine, scanned out and 
targeted servers that did not receive 
Microsoft’s SQL 2000 Service Patch 
3, a software vulnerability patch, 
last summer when the problem was 
discovered. The continual replica­
tion and sending of this virus out 
into networks caused the network 
slowdown that was observed.
“ It was a bit annoying since I 
rely on the Internet for so many 
things," said Carolyn Dachinger, a 
sophomore music therapy major
who lives on campus and experi­
enced the problem Saturday. "But, it 
happens, so what can I do? It really 
wasn’t that big of a deal.”
According to Jeff G iacobbe, 
Director of Systems and Networking 
for Information Technology (IT) in 
an email sent campus wide on Sat­
urday, IT identified and isolated a 
number of SQL servers on campus 
that where infected, and isolated 
them from the network.
“We have blocked all incoming
traffic to these ports on our main 
campus router," said G iacobbe.
“These measures are guaran­
teed to prevent the worm from 
entering our campus network, but 
it will not stop an already-infected 
machine on campus from flooding 
our campus network with excessive 
traffic.”
When asked as to why patches 
See "VIRUS" on P.7
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How the
Worm
Works...
By James Topoleski 
Editor-In-Chief
The SQL Slammer Worm, also 
known as Sapphire, is a worm, or 
virus, which was created to exploit 
a known vulnerability in Microsoft's 
SQL 2000 servers.
While a patch was issued by 
Microsoft over this past summer 
when hackers made the vulner­
ability known to Microsoft, many 
people had not updated their 
software to reflect this and thus 
were left open to the attack.
The worm it self does not affect 
most home Users since the soft­
ware ta rge ted  was not home 
versons of Microsoft XP, ME etc., 
but does affect users running the 
server versions of Microsoft ’ s Oper­
ating System.
Those running Microsoft’s SQL 
Server 2000, Office XP Developer 
Engine, Microsoft Access, or Micro­
soft Desktop Engine 2000, among 
others will run into the problem 
and should patch their software if 
they have not already done so.
Linux, Unix, or any version of 
the Mac OS including Mac OS X 
users Were immune to the worm, 
though they too felt the effects of 
the internet slowdown when the 
servers they access for the internet 
were hit by the virus.
The virus works by attacking the 
SQL Sever Resolution Port of 1434 
and 1433. The attack was done by 
a specially coded worm program, 
that is, in fact, only 376 bytes large 
or less than the amount of space 
on a common 1.44 meg diskette 
you could buy at the bookstore. 
While the program itself was far 
from harmful, the aggressive scan­
ning technique employed by the 
worm grounded the networks to 
a halt.
The virus worked very much 
how phone lines work when too 
much traffic is going over them 
at once. When too many people 
call into one area, phone lines 
overtoad and you end up getting 
messages to call back after a few 
minutes. The same could be said 
about the Stammer worm.
It sent too much information, in 
the form of replicated copies of 
itself through the Internet; slowing 
Internet traffic to such a degree 
tha t any a ttem pt to  access a 
website was met with an error 
screen.
Prevention is relatively simple, 
with the installation of SQL 2000 
Service Patch 3 fixing the prob­
lem. Another m ethod to block 
cn attack would be though the 
blocking of four SQL service ports 
that the virus uses, 
ijj Note that the blocking of these 
ports does not f x the problem buT 
in fact just acts as a Band-Aid until 
l ie  proDer patch is applied.______
University Expands Its Borders
INBAL KAHANOV /TH E  MONTCLARION
Mahidol University in Thailand was one of five universities visited 
by M S U ’s delegation to Thailand and Vietnam in January. President 
Susan Cole sees Mahidol University as one of the most promising 
institutions in Thailand for creating a partnership with MSU.
By InbalKahanov 
Managing Editor
Students and faculty may soon 
be presented with expanded 
opportunities for studying and 
teaching as universities in Thailand 
and Vietnam joined the list of 
institutions involved in g lobal 
parternships with MSU.
These relationships have devel­
oped following a University del­
egation headed by President 
Susan Cole, which visited various 
universities from January 1-11 in 
Thailand and Vietnam to discuss 
collaboration opportunities.
accommodate American students.
“Vietnam is just beginning to open 
its doors to the 
West, and establish­
ing relations with 
Vietnamese univer­
sities at this early 
stage gives us an 
advantage over 
other institutions,” 
said Cole.
As opposed to 
UHSS, Mahidol
University is one 
where Cunning- V  
ham believes
exchanges may begin with stu­
dents.
“They are a comprehensive uni­
versity with a strong technological 
infrastracture and an especially 
good science program. Their Inter­
national College for students from all 
over the world provides instruction 
in English and would constitute an 
exciting study-abroad program,” 
said Cole.
Cole also sees great potential 
for utilizing MSU's and Mahidol Uni­
versity’s technology in developing 
distance education programs in 
which classrooms from both institu­
tions could study together and work 
jointly on research.
The two other universities visited in 
Thailand, the Asian Institute of Tech­
nology (AIT) and Silpakorn University 
are already involved in growing 
partnerships with MSU.
AIT's relationship is with MSU’s 
business school, with whom they 
sponsored the Seventh International 
Conference on Global Business and 
Economic Development, which took 
place in Bangkok, Thailand from 
January 8-11. AIT and MSU also par­
take in faculty exchanges, though 
Cunningham does not see a future 
for any student exchanges.
The relationship with Silpakorn 
University was one that recently 
began, primarily focused in the art 
school, but possibly developing in 
the future in fields such as environ­
mental sciences.
“Two faculty 
members are teach­
ing there and they 
are planning to 
begin a Visual 
Dialogues program 
between the two 
art departments... 
[which] allows stu­
dents from other 
countries to con­
ceptualize and col­
laborate on art proj­
ects with their MSU counterparts over
See "DELEGATION " on p. 8
¿6 ...ESTABLISHING 
RELATIONS WITH VIET­
NAMESE UNIVERSITES 
AT THIS EARLY STAGE 
GIVES US AN 
ADVANTAGE.... 99
-Susan /A. Q )/ e , 
AASU PrGsid&nt
Of the five uni­
versities visited, 
Cole feels the Uni­
versity of Humain- 
ities and Social 
Sciences (UHSS) 
in Vietnam and 
Mahidol Uni­
versity, in Thai­
land, showed the 
greatest pros­
pects for new 
partnerships.
“We have 
a l r e a d y  
extended an invi­
tation to a his­
torian or sociol­
ogist to spend 
a semester at 
MSU teaching a 
course on Viet­
namese history 
and, or society,” 
said Cole.
H o w e v e r ,  
according to 
Marina Cunning­
ham, the Direc­
tor of Global Edu­
cation, who was 
part of the del­
egation, student 
exchanges to 
Vietnam are not 
yet an option as 
the facilities and 
resources of UHSS 
are not ready to
MSU’s Worldwide EducationalHfi&d
Country University Naas Type of Relationship
China East China Normal A)Faculty ExchangesUniversity B)International Conference with East China Normal Univesrity and MSU to take place in JuneC)Student Exchange through Shanghai Program
Slovakia Comenius University A) Faculty Exchanges (approximately 3-4faculty each year)B) Co-sponsored an International business conference with MSU last year.
Ukraine Kirvograd State A) MSU has $ 300,000 grantPedagogy University from the state department for a 3-year program to help “democratize” Kirvograd’s curriculumB) Faculty ExchangesC) MSU provides teaching internships at a school affiliated with Kirvograd
^ 3  ^M ontcla rion  .January 30, 2003 News www.themontclarion.org
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SG/4 Director of Greek 
Affairs Position Filled
Tau Phi Beta Member Chosen After the 
Dismissal of Previous Director Last Year
By Cesarina M iceli 
Assistant News Editor
Tau Phi Beta’s Blake Urquart was 
revealed as the new Director of 
Greek Affairs at last 
night’s SGA meet- M  
Ing.
The SGA had 
been looking for a 
new Director after 
the dismissal of Erica 
Manen last Novem­
ber.
SGA President 
Chris F itzpa trick 
rev iew ed  three 
a p p lica n ts  and H  
based his final deci­
sion on the recommendations of 
SGA Executive Secretary Colleen 
Halpln, and Advisor of Fraternities 
and Sororities Hayden Greene.
|  Fitzpatrick commented, “all of the 
candidates who we considered are 
truly excellent leaders, but we are 
all very excited to welcome Blake 
to the team.”
Urquart will receive legislative 
approval at next Wednesday's SGA
meeting.
According to Halpln, Tau Phi Beta 
Is a local fraternity unique to MSU’s 
campus. Because Urquart Is In a 
fraternity, he can help guide other 
organizations. Last year, Urquart was 
social chair for his fraternity but chose 
to not to run again this year so that 
he could obtain the 
position of Greek 
Affairs Director.
Halpln stated, 
“it gives the SGA 
another diverse 
voice and perspec­
tive. As a fellow
66  It  g iv e s  t h e  S G A
ANOTHER DIVERSE 
VOICE AND 
PERSPECTIVE. 99
-Colleen H ioipin, Greek [member of
SCEE/K [Executive S ecretary Theta Kappa Chal], 
I feel he will posi­
tively represent our 
community."
Fitzpatrick adds, 
"Blake has energy and Interest, and 
he Is tremendously diplomatic. I feel 
he will represent the Greek Com­
munity at Its best.”
Urqaurt mentioned that he has 
many creative ideas for the Greek 
Community.
In regards to his new position, 
Urquart confidently said, “ I am ready 
for the challenge and I am looking 
forward to the Spring semester." -
Freeman Hall residents (clockwise) Robyn Thorne, John McBeath, David 
Zaffos, and Nicole Eleneski huddle together for warmth.
building, but It's just as cold In there 
as It Is outside,” said junior Mark Mor­
rison. "Everyone was wearing their 
coats In my class In Dickson."
According to Williams, the Univer­
sity Is spending close to $8 thousand 
to provide additional heat to the 
campus, which Includes space heat­
ers, heat curtains and baseboard 
heating.
Williams also mentioned that 
buildings on campus, such as Free­
man and Finely Halls have select 
rooms, which have not been receiv­
ing heat due to their radiators.
Maintenance workers have been 
bleeding radiators that are not emit­
ting heat by removing the excess 
water In the pipes so that the heat 
can go through.
Students who call the three 
extensions devoted to helping with
heating deficiencies are logged and 
the calls are dealt with In the order 
they are received during regular 
working hours.
After business hours, the specific 
residence hall will call University 
Police, who then In turn will contact 
the after-hour Physical plant work­
ers.
“ We have six people working 
around the clock to make repairs," 
said Williams.
If the problem goes beyond 
bleeding the heaters, such as one 
Instance when a section of pipe 
needed to be cut because It was 
clogged, It might take longer to 
correct, she added.
Williams also stated that there 
has only been one problem with the 
circulation In Partridge Hall, but that 
no critical systems were affected.
Cuts
Continued from p. 1
Administration and Accounting 
Major.
“ It Is discouraging to see student 
scholarships being cut," said Mai- 
kisch.
While there is no confirmation at 
this time of when or by how much, 
Cole has said, "tuition increases will 
have to be.”
Cole also assures that all construc­
tion projects will remain, and nothing 
will be cancelled. Plans to Increase 
enrollment of MSU will also remain.
Senior Vice President, Harry 
Schuckel, has been asked by the 
president to call a meeting with 
the Senate Budget Committee next 
week to work towards managing the 
budget cut.
“We are in the early stages 
of ca lcu la ting  w hat the cut will 
be,” said Cole. “The [University 
Senate] legislature will have to gather 
Itself together to minimize the Impact 
of this.”
North Jersey O m e r For 
Reproductive 
Endocrinology And 
Fertility
EGG DONORS NEEDED!!!
THE NORTH JERSEY CENTER FOR REPRODUCTIVE 
ENDOCRINOLOGY AND FERTILITY CENTER IS SEEKING EGG 
DONORS OF ALL EHTNIC BACKGROUNDS BETWEEN THE AGES
OF 21-32.
AS AN EGG DONOR, YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE 
AND MAKE ONE COUPLE RECIEVE A GIFT OF LIFE - A CHILD 
THAT THEY DREAMED OF HAVING.
RESIDENTS OF NEW JERSEY ONLY. EACH CANDIDATE 
NEEDS TO SEND A PICTURE WITH THEIR NAME ON IT, 
ADDRESS AND DAY-TIME PHONE NUMBER.
AFTER THE DONOR HAS COMPLETED AN EGG DONOR CYCLE, 
THEY WILL BE COMPENSATED $7000.00.
For more information on our egg donor program call 
(973)470-0303 
and ask for one o f our Nurses.
1035 ROUTE 46 EAST 
CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY 07013
TELEPHONE (973) 4704)303
FAX 973-916-0488
www.themontclarioh.org News January 30, 2003 •The MOfltdarion
Theft
Continued from p. 3
increasing patrol of the campus 
parking lots and Lyons said, "It is 
always a concern when a crime 
occurs."
The thefts were scattered through­
out various lots'on campus. Lot 
28 had the most reported missing 
equipment with three cases currently 
under investigation; both Lots 40 and 
22 had two cases; and Lot 30, 25,19, 
20, 24 and the Floyd Hall parking lot 
had one vehicle that experienced 
stolen radio equipment in each.
Though University Police are 
taking the matter seriously, students 
who park on campus have not 
expressed the same concern.
“ I worry more about finding a 
parking spot than about someone 
breaking into my car and stealing 
my stereo,” said junior commuter 
student, Jill Traverns.
Another student, sophomore Dar- 
ryle Spenser agreed with Traverns 
when he stated, “ I don’t think it’s 
such a big problem and the University 
Police seem like they have the situa­
tion under control.”
“ I just wish something would be 
done about having more parking on 
campus so that I could get to class 
early,” said Spenser.
A Week Late, but Finally Open
MIKECAFARO /  THE MONTCLARION
The new Red Hawk Deck opened to faculty members, who purchased a permit, this past 
Monday, and was opened for the general public Tuesday.
Virus
Continued from p. 4
were not placed on these comput­
ers, Giacobbe responded that while 
they where running SQL Server 2000 
or Microsoft Developer Engine, they 
were department computers and 
are maintained by their respective 
departments and not IT.
IT had placed the required 
patches on their systems before the 
virus was known.
MSU was not the only place to 
experience an attack. Microsoft was 
not immune to the problems caused 
by their software. In a report first
broken by c/net news who received 
messages by Microsoft's own staff, 
Microsoft was struggling as of 
Monday with a wide-spread infec­
tion of ifs corporafe networks.
This added to a long running 
battle between Microsoft and other
In an unprotected system, the 
SQL Slammer Virus infects 
the target server, running an 
un patched version of the soft­
ware, by entering through the 
unprotected ports. There, it 
lodges itself in the RAM, where 
it then replicates and attacks 
more unpatched computers, 
bringing down the networks as 
it out goes seeking new victims
Virus With Patch Protection
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Virus
In a protected system, the 
virus reaches the ports and 
finds it cannot enter the com­
puter because the ports are 
blocked. Or, if the patch 
has been installed, the virus 
doesn’t see the computer at 
all, since only unprotected 
computers can replicate it. In 
either case, less copies of 
the virus exist, meaning less 
viruses seek out unprotected 
servers.
W ithout Patch Protection
No Virus
+
I® O ©
Virus
software publishers versus consumer 
advocate groups, who have repeat­
edly stated that the current policy of 
issuing software updates and relying 
on consumers to implement them 
is flawed.
“This shows fhat fhe notion 
of patch ing doesn't 
work,” said Bruce Sch- 
neier Chief Technology 
Officer for network pro­
tection firm, Counfer- 
pan Internet Security, 
in an interview con­
ducted by c/net after 
Microsoft's current net­
work problems came 
to light Monday. “Pub­
licly, they are saying 
it's not our fault, 
because you should 
have patched. But 
Microsoft’s own actions 
show that you ca n 't 
reasonably expect 
people to be able 
to keep up with 
patches.”
This is also not the 
first time Internet traffic 
has gone down this 
year. Problems with 
Verizon caused major 
Internet outages over 
the course of two 
weeks in the beginning 
of the fall semester. 
These outages where 
caused by problems 
with an improperly 
applied load balanc­
ing protocol, as well 
as other issues with 
Verizon's wide area 
network Other prob­
lems this year include a 
change Verizon made 
with its internet rout­
ing, which damaged 
some equipm ent on 
campus.
O  ^M on tda rìon  . January 30, 2003 , News
Res-Halls
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Continued from p. 1
MIKECAFARO /THEMONTCLARION
As the new residence village continues to build away, details have been released regarding the amount o f money it will cost to live in the apartment, 
along with what each room will contain. Currently, the tentative price per person to live in the rooms is almost $11 thousand per year.
room on each floor, a multi purpose 
room on the first floor com plete 
with houses vending machines, and 
a lobby containing resident mail­
boxes.
This past year, security has been 
quite an issue on campus and the 
new resident village seems to have 
made that a non-issue for its resi­
dents, according to Sargent.
It will be entry controlled with door 
swipe cards and a 
police substation.
The new village 
will also include 
a 580-space park­
ing lot; although 
not quite as many 
spaces as there are 
residents. The price 
of the parking lot 
will be a portion of 
what is paid for the 
apartments.
These spaces will 
only be for those actually living in 
the village. There will be a shuttle 
provided from the village to the main 
campus, according to Sargent.
There are only 10 handicapped 
spaces in the 580 space parking 
facility and because of the way the 
village is laid out, there is no direct 
route to the front entrance for those 
with physical disabilities.
“ Because the village sits on a 
quarry and there are so many hills, 
the levels of each building will be 
extremely different, which means 
there will be many steps,” said Sar­
gent.
People in wheelchairs cannot 
climb stairs, so they will have to take 
ramps, which go around the build­
ings to get to the entrances.
There are five buildings that make 
up the village, four apartment build­
ings and the center building. The 
center building will be complete with
a multi-purpose room for programs 
and activities, a fitness center, pool, 
half court basketball area, and vol­
leyball court.
This center building will also have 
the police substation.
Each of these buildings were 
named after someone based on the 
criteria that they’re from New Jersey 
and now deceased.
Alice Paul Hall will house a global- 
studies apartment 
for visiting scholars 
on the first floor. Six­
teen apartments 
are being set aside 
for graduate stu­
dents on floors one 
and two, with two 
apartments also 
being set-aside for 
guests on the first 
floor. The rest of 
the building, floors 
three through five, 
will be general housing.
Count Basie Hall will be for the 
graduate assistants. It will also be 
for a program being started housing 
international students and national 
students together. This will take up 
four apartments.
The rest of the apartments will 
be for general housing. Millicent 
Fenwick Hall will be a non-smoking 
building and the William Carlos Wil­
liams Hall will house the community 
director.
The village will altogether house 
a full-time community director, full 
-time support staff member, a gradu­
ate assistant and 12 community 
assistants, three per building, located 
on the first, third, and fifth floor of 
each building.
According to Sargent, the selec­
tion for these apartments will be a lot­
tery format. Students are expected 
to fill out the application and pay
their $125 deposit, then they can 
begin signing up on February 25.
The hope is that in doing this 
residents that know who they want to 
live with will get their choice, leaving 
less work for the staff of Residence 
Life, and those that don't have a 
preference to who they live with 
won't care.
Freshmen will not be permitted to
the internet," said Cole.
A similar program to this has 
already begun with universities in 
China and Korea.
The fifth university visited, Shinawa- 
tra University, is one 
MSU will not be 
collaborating with 
in the near future, 
according to Cun­
ningham, as it is a 
relatively new insti­
tution with few stu­
dents and a devel­
oping curriculum.
“Perhaps in the 
future, but not until 
they focus more," 
she said.
Cole decided to 
visit these universities with an MSU 
delegation as she was scheduled to 
represent the University, meet other 
university and government leaders, 
and deliver a key-note speech at 
the International Conference in 
Bangkok, Thailand tha t was co ­
sponsored with AIT.
The delegation consisted of Cole; 
Cunningham; Richard Gigliotti, the 
Dean of Humanities and Social Sci­
ences; Ken Olenik, professor of 
Asain History; Chris Fitzpatrick, SGA
sign up for the village. But unlike in 
the past, sophomores can now sign 
up for Clove Road apartments and 
the village.
Information sessions on the village 
will be given in the dorms by the 
Resident Directors, these are said to 
start next week and be held once or 
twice a week depending on what 
the Resident Director sees fit.
President; and Inbal Kahanov, The 
Montclarion Managing Editor. Alan 
Oppenheim the Dean of the School 
of Business was not a part of the 
offic ia l delegation, yet joined it 
on some university visits as he was 
in Thailand to orga­
nize the Interna­
tional Conference 
AIT.
Funding for the- 
delegation, in the 
amount of $22,000 
came from the 
Fleet Fund, which is 
private money that 
was donated to 
MSU for the expan­
sion of internation­
alization.
Cole sees MSU's global priorities 
as unique among other institutions.
“Rather than establishing a large 
number of superficial relationships, 
we attempt to establish a focused 
number of relationships that grow 
stronger over time and that have 
the potential to be multi-layered 
and deep... We are particularly 
interested in establishing relationships 
outside of Western Europe, namely 
with Asia, Latin America, and the 
former Soviet Union."
66  B e c a u s e  t h e
VILLAGE SITS ON A  
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DIFFERENT.... 99
-Regina Sargent 
D irecto r o f Residence Life
Delegation
Continued from p. 3
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AASU President
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Going From Students to Snowmen The March
Fight Back When Mother Nature Decides to Attack To May
By Toni Trióla  
Staff Writer
We ’re in for another cold one folks, lows in the single digits and highs in the mid teens. 
The wind chill makes it feel like three 
below...and, there’s a possibility of 
snow in the late afternoon.”
How familiar has that become to 
all of us? The sobering and horrifying 
weather forecast. Personally, when I 
trudge out of the safety of my warm 
bed, and turn on the TV, it’s a scary 
thing. I have talked with many others 
on this issue, and the result is the 
same. It’s too cold.
Usually it is a bad sign when you 
are trying to walk and the gale force 
winds are holding you back, and the 
sheer chill of the air makes your eyes 
tear, your nose run and your limbs 
feel like they aren 't even there. 
Also, it seems, that no matter how 
warm it may seem down below in 
the neighboring towns of Bloomfield, 
Nutley, Cedar Grove, and Belleville, 
the fact remains that here on this 
hill, the weather has a mind of its 
own.
For you commuters out there, I 
sympathize. Turning on your cars in 
the morning and having to wait for 
at least 10 minutes for the darn thing 
to heat up is really a pain. And 
even still, when you begin to drive, 
the brakes squeak, the car makes a 
high-pitched squealing sound...(or 
maybe tha t’s for those of us who 
have cars that should not be driven 
in winter).
Some people say that this is the 
coldest winter we’ve had in lOyears, 
and they may be right. Last year’s
winter was comparable to spring. 
This time around, it's a harsh season.
Many students, to ld me 
what they thought of 
this drastic weather 
change (remember, 
in November and 
early December, it 
was much
warmer). "Every 
time I get back in 
my room, I check 
the mirror because 
I'm sure that my 
cheeks have 
frozen off 
and been 
left some­
where on 
campus," 
said one 
student.
L e t ’ s 
face it 
folks, it's 
w in te r , 
a n d  
M other 
Nature is 
kicking us 
square in 
the jaw 
with this 
one. But 
there are 
ways to 
stay warm 
in this time 
of quasi- 
frostbitten 
noses and 
bright pink 
ears.
First, layer up. It may sound dorky 
and not very fashionable, but hey, it 
will most certainly keep you a shade 
warmer.
Also, as you are getting ready in
the morning, start your car and then 
finish what you have to do. That 
way, when you get out to it, it will 
be nice and toasty, and you 
w on 't have to freeze on 
your journey. Also, wear 
coats, gloves and hats (or 
mittens if you prefer).
This may sound like 
a given, but there are 
many individuals out 
there braving this with 
no protective outer­
wear, and then com­
plain about the seem­
ingly sub-zero tem­
peratures. Not only 
will your hands thank 
you, but others’ ears 
will too.
For the smart 
people who 
wear their 
sca rve s  
o v - 
e ri n g 
all but 
th e ir  
eyes, 
a n d  
h a t s  
pulled 
d o w n  
o v e r  
their ears 
and so 
marvy layers it 
would make a 
polar bear jea l­
ous, kudos to you 
my friends. Winter 
is here, and you’re 
photonica.com a shining emblem 
of what it means to
stay warm.
Warmth is important. So, during 
these times of dread and anguish,
See "COLD" on p. 16
Leaving Behind Four 
Or More MSU Years
By Jerome D'Angelo 
Staff Writer
We have returned, at long last, from our cozy suburban two-bedrooms or our inner 
city apartments, to this little college 
on the hill.
Our minds still reeling from New 
Year chaos, we will smash the alarm 
clock in desperate frustration and 
gaze in great gape at the new 
semester.
We shall stagger into our classes, 
those silent cookie-cutter alcoves of 
Dickson Hall, or the perennially cold 
concrete blocks of Richardson.
We will meet our professors, 
some true educators, and some just 
killing time until they can write more 
books.
We will wait on long lines in the 
bookstore, paying ridiculous prices 
for the books that those before us 
have sold back to MSU so they can 
sell them to us at marked up prices.
We will stalk these hallowed halls 
like organic machines, counting 
the endless number of days until 
graduation.
We will return to this quiet place 
of our “education.”
We have learned much, you and 
I, and we continue to do so. We 
have learned more about the world 
around us.
We have learned to conduct
See "COLD" on P.13
Up Close and Personal with the NewV.P.
MIKE CAFARO / THE MON I EiLAKIUN
Walter Watkins has recently taken the position of Assisstant W&e President of Faciities
Walter Watkins Steps Up and 
Accepts the Challenge
By Jennifer Bender 
StaffWriter
No matter what the challenge is, the new Assistant Vice 
President of Facilities and 
Operations believes suc­
cess and improvement 
will always prevail on the 
MSU campus.
On February 10, Wat­
kins will take on the new 
position of Assistant Vice 
President for Facilities and 
Operations, a position it 
seems he cannot wait to 
get his hands into.
Previously serving as 
the Senior Project Man­
ager of Architectural
and Engineering Services on 
campus, Watkins comes into 
the position with many ideas 
at hand.
“ It is a good opportunity 
to grow with the university as it 
grows,” said Watkins. Several 
of this own goals have already 
been laid out.
He plans to improve the 
quality in Customer Service. 
Another goal is to change the 
management and increase 
the competance of staff.
Watkins also expressed 
a desire to increase com ­
munication and the leader­
ship of committees.
While speaking of his 
many insights on what the 
campus will be seeing in the 
future, Watkins shared that a 
main priority of his is to please 
the students.
See "COLD" on p. 16
and Operations._____________________ ________________________________________________
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It takes time to work out life’s 
little quirks. Be pa tien t and you 
will conquer all.
Things have been tough but 
they will ge t better with time.
jbra 3epf* 22-0cf. 22
Don’t be surprised if someone 
from your past shows up w onder­
ing w here yo u ’ve been all this 
time.
Be straight and d o n ’t lie 
a b o u t a n y th in g  or else y o u 'll 
just be  d igg ing  yourself in to  a 
deeper hole.
People will a tte m p t to  p lay 
m ind  gam es w ith  you , so be  
prepared.
They are unaw are  o f w h a t 
you ’re capab le  of and soon they 
will find out the hard way.
The Aquarius has incredible 
inte llect and com m unication 
skills. He/she has a passion for 
new things, but difficulty in 
mastering one certain craft.
(¡en)ii)i
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A lth o u g h  th ings h a ve  no t 
b e e n  g o in g  yo u r w a y  la te ly , 
things will soon take a turn for 
the better.
Be patient, and aw are tha t 
peop le  are willing and ab le  to 
give you a helping hand.
(jocer 
Jo». 2l->2 21
As one door closes, another 
opens.
Just because you d id n ’t ge t 
w h a t you w a n te d  this tim e, it 
doesn’t mean there a ren 't any 
o the r opportun ities w a iting  to  
be conquered.
G e t o u t a lit t le  m ore  a n d  
have fun! M eet new people and 
share your feelings w ith  those 
w ho are willing to  listen.
Many people  are interested 
in you, so why not give them a 
little taste of w ha t you ’re really 
like?
Keeping secrets isn’ t coo l, 
especially if they are a ffec ting  
someone im portant in your life.
Fess up and  let them  know 
w h a t’s really going on before it's 
too  late.
Ieo
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Organizing has brought you a 
long way, but staying organized 
is another story.
Stay on top  of things before 
they slip from underneath you!
* \  r  Airies I  tTT Vir§0
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Calm down and stop rushing 
yourself into things. You’re ge t­
ting things done but they could 
be m uch better.
If you  w a n t to  be  num be r 
one, learn to  take your tim e in 
order to ge t things done right.
Yes or No? M ake up your 
mind. Stop giving mixed signals, 
and be straightforward.
People are starting to 
becom e im patien t and will go 
elsewhere for their needs.
You express yourself in ways 
fhaf draws a lof o f attention.
Use those h y p n o tic  w ords 
and actions to  spread the word 
a b ou t a w orthy cause you 
believe in.
Stop lying and com e clean. 
Someone is aware of the scam 
y o u ’re try ing to  pull and  isn 't 
afra id to  warn others abou t your 
intentions.
Redeem yourself by keeping 
your word before it's to  late.
m  p  u  i
a l e n d a i
Intramural Entry Meeting, 6-8 p.m. SC Commuter Lounge 
NAACP Open Mic Night, 7-9 p.m. SC Dining Room 
ASSIST Coffeehouse, 10 p.m.-2 a.m. SC Ratt
Class One Concert, 7 p.m. SC Ratt
3 0
~Fa î(Qa ÿ  3 1
African American Heritage Month
Chinese New Year
“Def Poetry Jam” Broadway Play
Groundhog Day 
Mass, 11 a.m. Kops Lounge 
' Mass, 6:30 p.m. The Newman Center
0SAU Flag Raising, 12 p.m. SC Flagpole 
Players’ Meeting, 6 p.m SC Annex 126
* Alcoholics Anonymous Meeting, 5:30 p.m. 
The Newman Center
* SPECTRUMS, 8 p.m. SC 417
* 0SAU Movie Night, 8-11 p.m. SC Ballrooms
* Class One Concerts, 3:30 p.m. SC 117
* Hillel Sabbath Dinner, 4-7 p.m. SC 419
* Voices’ Acapella Meeting, 6:30 p.m. SC Cafe B
%
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Panel of Cheese Experts Visit MSU
Taste the Difference
— i
■ m
m
■
m  mI
i n m m .m
Nehal Shah serves a plate of sliced Oldwick Shepherd, one cheese 
represented at last Wednesday’s Artisanal Cheese Workshop.
LACEY SMITH /  THE MONTCLARION
By Lacey Smith
Feature Editor
Sit down, relax and sip your wine, and take a bite of the cowpie. Cowpie? What kind of event is 
this? La tarte de Vache, or cowpie, 
made its way to over 40 mouths last 
Wednesday as part of the Artisanal 
Cheese Workshop, presented by the 
Department of Human Ecology and 
Slow Foods USA.
Food experts and writers, profes- 
sors, and students sat in rows p j  
tables in Finley Hall, mingling as they 
looked over the different cheeses 
and breads. In the front oFthe room 
saf the “cheese panel.” Artisanal 
cheese and bread makers, th&y 
in turn explained each cheese on 
the plates in each  pa rtic ipan t’s 
hand, sometimes having to yell the 
fermentation process as the chatting 
crowd grew louder,
"When people ask me what I do,
I tell them that I wash things, and 
when 1 run out of things,to wash,
I make^a little cheesed joked Jona­
than White, a cheese-maker from 
Vernon, N.J. and part of the panel. 
Everyone laughed as he sat in his 
seat. He then closed his eyes dnd 
tilted hi| heads lightly back, oblivious 
to the sat
m e d ita ^^^P in e  morsel of cheese 
he had placed in his mouth.
Cheeses included, among many 
others:
• Mascaparone, a cheese often 
used in place of butter, made from 
the milk of cows who have been fed 
special grass filled with fresh herbs 
and flowers.
• Bucheron, a crumbly and 
smooth goat cheese with a charac­
teristic “goaty tang," having white 
rinds or covered in ash
• Bleu D'Causses, an ivory-col­
ored mold cheese made in caves 
exposed to the north and ventilated 
by “fleurines,” or natural chimneys
Along with homemade cheeses, 
several breads made their way 
around the room. Gene Walters, 
a Montclair artisanal bread maker 
made each selection by hand.
The focus of the evening was not 
to taste alone, but to expose the 
audience to the traditional ways of 
food making. Each piece of cheese, 
bife of bread and sip of wine was 
prepared the slow way.
“Most people forget where food 
came from," said Charles Feldman, 
professor of Human Ecfbldgy and a 
coordinator of the event. “Before 
fast foods and newer .food technol­
ogy, food was made in caves and 
without preservatives. Our purpose 
tonight is to go back to  nature." 
White and his wife, Nina, own a farm 
and truly do make all their food 
in caves. One cave is for cheese­
making, and one is for aging.ale.
Co-host of the event, Slow Foods 
USA, is an organization with a mission 
of supporting the old ways o f food 
preparation all a c rd ^ i^ l!o u n try . 
T he ibe iteve  that tne traditional 
foods and the communities that 
produce them are at risk to the fast- 
paced life and food supply industries 
which take away from farmland.
“Bread-making, cheese-making, 
raising children, and raising calves- 
they're all inseperable. On the farm, 
you can come to see snow, see 
sheep, and shovel manure. We 
prefer people to come for the third," 
White laughed as he explained that 
making food the traditional way is 
more than simply making food; it is 
a lifestyle.
Put a little Sunshine 
in your Inbox.
HIGH: 84 
LOW: 62
M O R E » » >
I
Receive Local Weather Updates via Email.
N ot to  mention Headline News, College Sports, 
Campus Calendar, Daily Horoscope, and more...
Register Today at 
www.themontclarion.org
it's  the best way to  stay informed... and it's  free.
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Beating the 
Beverage Slump
By Ami Desai 
Special to The Montdarion
Have you ever needed a little more inspiration to eat right? Or how about a healthy rec- 
cipe to substitute your weekly batch 
of peanit butter cookies? ‘What’s in 
Your Mouth?', a new weekly column, 
will focus on the manyparts of an 
activity we all participate in and 
rather enjoy, eating. The column 
will have four sec­
tions: a health 
quote of the 
week, ‘Do You 
Know,” focusing 
on little known 
facts in the world 
of food, new 
research of food 
industry, and a 
weekly recipe.
Today's 
Health Quote:
Be adventurous:
Let your taste 
buds have a new 
experience, try 
various available 
food.
Do you know?
A recent study from The American 
Dietetic Association shows that 
Quick-serve meals have taken over
the traditional home based cooking 
styles for many Americans.
Before you eat, make sure to 
check the nutritional content of food. 
Some items like sausage and egg 
biscuits, chicken bites or tacos served 
in quick-service restaurants contain 
up to 1,000 calories, 1,800 milligrams 
of sodium and 60 grams of fat in one 
serving. That’s half -  or more -- of 
many people’s entire daily intake.
For quick breakfast on the run, 
try to switch for healthier options 
like English muffin with egg and 
Canadian bacon, pancakes or a 
plain small bagel. For meals, grilled 
chicken breast, a 
regular hamburger 
or a bean burrito 
are healthful 
options.
Before you buy 
your next fast-food 
meal, be sure to 
check the nutrition 
content of the 
meal first.
New Research. 
Trends in Children's 
Beverage Con­
sumption
A study con- 
—--------------- S  ducted at the Uni­
versity of Florida, 
with support from the Florida Depart­
ment of Citrus indicates the current 
trend in beverage consumption of 
adolescent and children.
This study shows that children 
and adolescents are drinking higher
See "MOUTH" on p.15
Graduation
Continued from p. 10
What Have You Learned From Your 
Time and Energy Spent at
ourselves with dignity, to make our­
selves fine young men and women.
We have learned to make our­
selves tomorrow’s leaders.
Sometimes it may seem as 
though we have learned little beside 
w hat we had to. Perhaps we 
learned nothing save for 
how to beat our fellow 
students to those 
elusive parking 
spaces. Per­
haps we 
l e a r n e d  
naught but 
the names 
of our food 
servers, or 
how to deal 
with nasty j§ g ^
people at Col- f lH H
lege Hall.
Sometimes, it 
may seem as 
though our educa­
tion was simply how to 
use the MSU Voice Response 
System or WESS.
You may tell me, especially if you 
are a graduating senior, that you are 
taking away quite a bit.
When you're sitting in the Conti­
nental Airlines Arena decked out in 
your cap and gown, and your major 
is called and you stand up next to 
your peers, you may tell me that you
*.■  \
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♦
mi>4vBt The Latest School -  
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are leaving a wonderful four, five 
or seven years of your life behind, 
and that you will be sad to see this 
special place no longer be a part 
of you.
You may sing the lament of your 
college life. No more fraternities, 
campus organizations, 
coffee with profes­
sors, or those 
awesome sand­
wiches made 
by Carlos.
Or perhaps, 
if you’re like 
many of the 
people I've 
spoken to, 
you simply 
can 't wait to 
leave. We've 
seen enough, 
w e ' v e  
exhausted our 
finances, and we’ve 
paid our last parking 
ticket. Some of us have 
even lost our will to learn.
The case could be made that 
our education here is indeed one 
of survival.
MSU has, in its own peculiar way, 
taught both patience and persever­
ance, corny as that sounds. It has 
taught us that education is more 
than merely what the texts books 
d ic ta te  and what the professors 
spout.
It has taught us to sharpen our 
ear, and to narrow our eye. it has 
. made us cynical and hard, but this 
is good.
It has made us cast off the veil of 
innocence that we brought with us 
from high school, and has revealed 
the urban jungle-adapted animal 
within us.
And so, as it has happened since 
we started here, we begin the march 
towards May, the time when we can 
finally relax, if at least for a short 
while. We'll get jobs soon, or go on 
to grad school. But at least we'll 
be moving on with a little time to 
breathe.
The new semester has begun, 
and here we are, as always, drag­
ging ourselves like so many living 
dead.
Our minds burnt and our will 
spent, we long to leave. Perhaps 
some of us feel we cannot make it.
We can! We've done it before. 
Do not stop marching towards May, 
lest you wind up back here yet 
again.
Let us take with both hands that 
which we have earned. We shall 
not yield. We shall not be defeated. 
A few months of courage and it will 
be over.
Just think, soon enough we can 
enter the next phase of our exis­
tence, alive and well, no longer the 
backpack monkeys we are now, but 
true individuals.
We have so much yet to learn, 
so much yet to feel, and so much 
yet to live for. Our education at MSU 
may be over, but our education in 
life has only just begun.
-m&BKêÊBBa&ÊT
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Globalization of Mexico Brings Mixed Reaction
Zapatista Activists Oppose NAFTA and Call for the Justice of Poor Citizens
By Domingo Manuel Estrada 
Special to TheMontclarion
There Is a revolution taking place in 
Chiapas, a state rich in resources 
and located in southeast Mexico.
A group of activists from the 
National Liberation Forces (FLN), 
three indigenous, three mestizos, and 
subcomandante insurgent Marcos, 
leader of the Zapatista movement, 
established the Zapatista National 
Liberation Army (EZLN) on November 
17, 1983.
They made national headlines 
on New Year’s Day 1994, when thou­
sands of armed insurgents declared 
war on the Mexican government, 
proclaimed a revolutionary agenda, 
swore to march on Mexico City, and 
demanded an international media 
campaign for support.
The Mexican government 
responded by ordering army and 
police forces to suppress the Zapatis­
tas to minimize their cause.
They accused the Zapatistas of 
having ties to Central American guer­
rillas and other communist groups.
However, during a press confer­
ence, the Zapatistas claimed that 
their demands are: respect for all 
indigenous people, a socioeco­
nomic reform, the creation of a real 
democracy in Mexico, the abolition 
of the North American Free Trade 
Agreement (NAFTA) and for the cur­
rent president of Mexico, Vicente 
Fox, to meet these demands or step 
down from office.
Fox has been highly criticized by 
the Zapatistas of being a puppet for 
the United States to advocate the 
corporate interest.
The Zapatistas claim that NAFTA 
has kept the Mexican poverty rate 
constant since 1991 and that people 
are poorer today than before the 
passage of NAFTA.
In order to join NAFTA, the Mexi­
can government rewrote Article 27 of 
their constitution, which guaranteed 
land to campesinos (farmers).
As a result, these lands can now 
be taken from the indigenous people 
and sold to high bidding multina* 
tional corporations, such as “Bital,” a 
Financial Corporation whose mission 
is to be the most effective and pro­
ductive financial group in Mexico.
This corporation was created 
with the merger of Grupo Prime and 
the International Bank in 1992 during 
the Mexican bank reprivitization 
process.
Since the merger occurred, Bital 
has modernized its facilities by invest­
ing more than $470 million dollars in 
technological systems and telecom­
munications,-while the gap between 
the rich and poor has widened.
Because these lands are vital 
to the survival of campesinos, they 
believed they only had one choice, 
which was life with dignity or with­
out.
Corporations have also pressured 
the head administrator of the larg­
est public university in Mexico, la 
Universidad Nacional Autonoma 
de Mexico (UNAM). UNAM enrolls 
approximately 250,000 students and 
wants to privatize higher éducation
by proposing to massively increase 
tuition from two cents to $150 pesos 
a year, threaten­
ing to destroy the 
right to free edu­
cation that the 
Mexican constitu­
tion promises its 
people.
Because uni­
versities often
challenge the 
norms of society, 
it is in the best 
interest of those 
with wealth and 
power to prevent 
the masses at the 
bottom of the 
socioeconom ic 
ladder from
obtaining a higher 
education.
This resulted with students protest
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ing and holding demonstrations 
with up to 1,000 students marching 
through Mexico 
City against tuition 
increase.
They were able to 
successfully shut 
down and take 
control over most 
of the university, 
which was the 
largest student 
strike in the 
89-year history of 
the institution. 
During a 50-year 
period, the Inter­
national Mone­
tary Fund and the 
World Bank have 
imposed a corpo­
rate agenda on 
countries like Mexico at the expense 
of people and the environment.
\Tricks for Avoiding the 
\Unweicome Extras
Simple Steps for Cutting the Calories
By M orie Cascarono 
Special /oThe Montdarion
■
ollege students frequently 
Bne3pieo1 aood nutrilion arid 
■  healthy eating habits.
■  As Iheir schedues becom e 
hectic with papers and exams, stu- 
bents are more like ly* 
to eat poorly.
I Bolow are a 
ew suggestions to 
keep you eating 
Bsalthy, even with 
*he busiest sched- 
ule.
• Eat breakfast.
Not oniy win this 
help you con­
centrate better in 
your classes: eating 
breakfast will help 
you from overeat­
ing later on in the 
day.
• Skip the fries
rind chips. Although it is tempting to 
srder fries and chips on the side, this 
adds empty calories, and over the 
course of the semester can add-up 
o hundreds of extra calories and 
unwanted pounds.
• Portion control. A serving is a lot 
smaller than most people think. -
For example, a serving of protein 
; equivalent to the size of a deck of 
:  ards one slice ot bread or half of a 
.. jp  o* cooked cereal, rice or pasia 
equals ono serving
• Eat more fiber. Foods rich in
fiber not only have significant health 
benefits, but also help you feel fuller,I 
longer.
■  "So odd seme chickpeas *o a 
salad or choose whole-wheat breads 
IS lifc wr ito bread , . I
p  • Keep snacks Oft hand.
Keep iow-fat yogurt, carrot sticks, or] 
: an apple tucked iny^y f backpack.
strikes!
^ ^ v ^ o u  can friigeh 
I fesr Jhese snacks 
instead of head­
ing to the vend­
ing machine.
• Diink ptenty| 
o f fluids. Thirst Is 
o ften  mistaken 
for hunger. - 
Be sure to 
drink plenty of 
fluids. Eight 8-oz 
glasses of water 
per day is rec­
om m ended. I: 
water is not your 
thing, try fia- 
■  vored seltzer.
Limit the amount 
of soda and fruit juices, which are 
both high in sugar and calories.
• Use mustard instead of mayon­
naise. This will significant /  reduce 
the amount of fa t and calories in 
your sandwich.
• Treat yourself. Remember ft is 
okay to eat cookies, ice cream, fries, 
etc in moderation
Depriving youiself may only lead 
to to ta l loss o f control and over 
consumption of the foroidaen food! 
So when a chocolate cravng strikes.
Wellness Education
This has caused a popular move­
ment to emerge and resist the pov­
erty, ecological destruction, and 
political oppression brought by the 
increasing power of large corpora­
tions and the policies of the World 
Trade Organization (WTO), the World 
Bank, and the International Monetary 
Fund.
Evidence of this was seen on 
November 30, 1999 in Seattle by 
a movement that obtained interna­
tional media attention when approxi­
mately 70,000 demonstrators pro­
tested to shut down the annual 
meeting of the WTO.
Although the U.S. Constitution 
guarantees the right to assemble 
and speak out against Injustice, 
demonstrators were faced with arbi­
trary police power when they tried 
to exercise their right.
The police responded with 
pepper spray, tear gas, concussion 
grenades, rubber bullets, beatings, 
and arrests, in which approximately 
600 people were arrested or Injured 
during three days of police violence. 
Nonetheless, the demonstrators suc­
ceeded in disrupting the meeting 
of the WTO.
Furthermore, the movement 
again made headlines when they 
embarked in Washington D.C. to 
further protest the WTO, the Interna­
tional Monetary Fund, and the World 
Bank, claiming they are the direct 
'sourcé óf Iriereáséd pbverty and 
suffering in third-world countries.
The movement’s goal Is to end 
corporate globalization In these 
countries, which is designed with the 
interest of investors and lenders.
One of the myths about NAFTA is 
that its implementation would bring 
prosperity for everyone involved 
and that the flow of cheap products 
from Mexico into the U.S. would save 
consumers money and therefore 
increase their standard of living.
Also, that the flow of dollars into 
Mexico would create jobs benefiting 
both countries.
However, according to world- 
renowned author and professor of 
linguistics at Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology (MIT) Noam Chomsky, 
the exact opposite has occurred.
The hype that was created 
about NAFTA was Intended to 
deceive people and never really 
expected to have any positive out­
comes such as raising the economy 
of Mexico.
The truth was, he said, that it had 
to do with locking Mexico Into a 
reform. Reform refers to “Neoliberal 
Structural Adjustment Programs" that 
were imposed on Mexico in the early 
1980s to open up their economy 
to foreign Imports, cutting back on 
public aide and opening it up to 
foreign exploitation ending indepen­
dent development.
In order to accomplish the 
above, NAFTA must be seen as a 
treaty, which means that if another 
government tries to develop in 
Mexico, It will not be able to do so or 
j get out of it easily.
That’s why It Is so important to 
lock Mexico into the reform.
Chomsky further comments on 
I a meeting that took place around
See “MEXICO" on p.15
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Mexico
Continued from p. 14
North Am erican Free Trade Agreem ent May Have 
Caused a Greater Rift Between Rich and Poor Classes
1990 in Washington D.C. at a Latin 
American Strategy Workshop to 
address a political concern over the 
relations of the U.S and Mexico.
The meeting concerned the 
possibility of a democracy taking 
place in 
Mexico 
with a 
n e w ,  
m o r e  
d e m o ­
c r a t i c  
govern­
ment in 
w h o m 
t h e y  
m i g h t
try to "__
pursue 
a more
nationalist objective independently 
of the concerns of the U.S.
Their rationale was that as long 
as Mexico is in dictatorship, it is not 
a problem, but a democracy hap­
pening may persuade people to 
pursue their own interest.
A reform means that even if a 
democracy took place in Mexico, 
where they would be involved in 
more of the saying in their affairs, 
they would not be able to do much 
about it.
66 T he Z apatistas view
NATIONAL MEDIA AS COR­
RUPT AND ONE-SIDED 
EXPRESSING ONLY THE 
VIEWS, OPINIONS, AND 
INTEREST OF POWERFUL 
CORPORATIONS. 99
According to Subcomandante 
Marcos “a global decomposition is 
taking place, we call it the Fourth 
World War neoliberalism, and global­
ization attempt to eliminate that mul­
titude of people who 
are not useful 
to the power­
ful, the groups 
called minori­
ties in the math­
ematics of 
power, but who 
happen to be 
the majority of 
the population 
of the world. We 
find ourselves in 
a world system 
willing to sacri­
fice millions of 
humans. The giant 
communication media: the monster 
of television, satellites', magazines, 
and newspapers seem determined 
to present a virtual world created in 
the image of whaf the globalization 
process requires.”
The Zapatistas view national 
media as corrupt and one-sided 
expressing only the views, opinions, 
and interest of powerful corporations 
that fund mass communication. 
They want to create a network of
independent media that has ties 
with countries all over the world 
to show their social struggles and 
provide critical and truthful infor­
mation that resists lies.
Would 
a n 
i n d e ­
p e n ­
d e n t  
media 
b e 
able to 
sustain 
i t s e l f  
w i t h ­
o u t  
be ing 
a f f i l ­
i a t e d  
with poi- 
. sonous
corporations/monopolies?
Would an independent voice 
derive the needed capital to rival 
NBC, CBS, and ABC, which are 
owned by multinational corpora­
tions, such as General Electric, 
Disney, and Westinghouse?
Even PBS, which is supposed 
to-be an independent media 
network, is greatly influenced by 
corporations such as Mobil, Pepsi, 
Digital, and AT&T.
CBSNEWS.COM
Zapatists march through the streets 
of Mexico City.
Mouth
For the Love o f the Game
Continued from p. 13
Whipping Up 
Some Quiche
amounts of less nutritious fruit-flavored 
beverages and carbonated soft drinks 
than 100 percent juice.
The lead researcher of this study 
Gail Rampersaud, MS, RD states "Fruit- 
flavored drinks that are fortified with 
vitamin C are not as nutritious as 100 
percent juice.”
The researchers caution that these 
fruit-flavored drinks and “-ades” often 
contain 10 percent or less real fruit juice, 
have added sweeteners and may not 
supply the critical nutrients in amounts 
found in 100 percent juice.
The researchers suggest that health 
professionals should encourage par­
ents and children to replace less nutri­
tious beverages with those that are 
more nutrient-dense or represent more 
healthful choices such as milk, water or 
100 percent fruit juice.
Recipe of the week
Vegetable Quiche 
Yields: 6 servings
Serving size: 1 slice (1/6 of Quiche) 
Ingredients:
• 1 % cups cooked white rice
• 2 egg whites
• 1 cup broccoli, chopped
• % cup corn
• 'A cup carrots, 
chopped
• 3 whole mush­
rooms, sliced
• 1/3 cup onions, 
chopped
|  2 tbsp cilantro, 
chopped
• 1 'A tbsp flour
• 1 cup low-fat 
grated cheese
• 1 cup non-fat 
evaporated milk
• 2 Tbsp grated 
nonfat parmesan 
cheese.
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Members of Delta Chi and Campus Rec play a game of flag football in the Student Center Quad during the 
Super Bowl Flag Football Game Sunday afternoon.
Directions:
To make the crust, 
combine rice and 
egg whites and stir 
well.
Coat the pie pan 
with nonstick cook­
ing spray (non fat), 
and pat the crust mix­
ture over bottom and 
sides of the pan.
Combine the 
remaining ingredi­
ents, stir well, and 
pour into the crust.
Bake at 375 
degrees F for 45-50 
minutes. Remove dish 
from oven and let it 
sit for 5-10 minutes 
before serving.
Nutritional
Information:
Calories
Fat
Cholesterol
Protein
Fiber
Sodium
230
3.5 g
1.5 g 
10 mg 
25 g 
350 mg
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Vice President
Continued from p. 10
"I am keenly interested in making 
sure customers come away with a 
good feeling," said Watkins. “Most of 
the customers are the students."
As Assistant Vice President for 
Facilities and Operations, Watkins will 
take on many new responsibilities, 
which he believes he is ready for.
Watkins plans to build effective 
communication and work in all areas 
that he feels need improvement, 
as well as the areas where students 
show concern.
After moving from the Caribbean 
with his parents to the United States, 
Watkins then moved to Canada 
where he achieved a Bachelor’s 
degree in Civil Engineering and a 
Master's in Business Administration.
Watkins came to MSU just over 
eight months ago from Canada.
He has served in various positions 
prior to his arrival in Montclair.
He is also a certified Facility Man­
ager instructing in that field.
Watkins has also been an instruc­
tor in Barbados, where he taught 
an Accounting and Management 
Information class.
Now residing in the Bronx in New 
York, Watkins is married and has three 
grown children, all of whom he is 
very proud of.
His son is following in his footsteps, 
achieving a Bachelor’s degree in 
Engineering.
Watkins is optimistic and confi­
dent in his new position.
“ I like the vibrancy,” said Watkins, 
“ It is a great opportunity to be part 
of this dynamic period of the institu­
tion."
Cold
Continued from p. 10
do your part to keep warm and 
safe from the elements. Even if you 
are only going outside for the five 
minutes or so it takes to smoke a 
cigarette, bundle up, or you’ll find 
yourself wishing you did.
A very safe and warm winter to 
all of you and remember, it's always 
colder in the shade. The sun may 
not seem to be warming you, but 
it does its part, so thank it by doing 
yours.
What is your child 
getting into at the 
playground?
Last year, a half million kids were seriously 
injured at their neighborhood playgrounds. 
Many of these injuries could have been pre­
vented by the supervision of a knowledge­
able adult. Make sure your child knows how 
to use the equipment safely and follows 
playground rules at all times. Never aiiow 
him or her to play on equipment that is 
installed near concrete, hard-packed dirt, 
fences, or any other hard object. For more 
information, call 1-800-624-80N ES, or visit 
www.aaos.org.
American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons 
We keep you well connected.
MCATLS AT
Small Class Size, Private Tutoring, qg|
Online Instri
State of the Art Online Reso w iHifand 
The Most Up-To-D(geJi m e  rials.
Free Practice Tests and Seminars.
Sitiufafmon Guaranteed.
m u  are you waiting for ?w
www.PrmeBtottReview.catn
f e & D r o p - In  C enter
aWMontclair State University
%  currently  seeking volunteers for its sp ring  train ing  sessions.
Please stop  b y  the sm all cottage betw een R ichardson H all and  the S tudent C enter to  fill o u t an
application o r call ext. 5271 for m ore inform ation.
The D rop-In C enter is a  com pletely stu d en t-ru n  and  student-staffed  peer counseling, 
inform ation, an d  referral service. It has been  serving the M ontclair State cam pus com m unity for 
over 30 years. W e invite stu d en ts o f all ages and  m ajors to  a ttend  o u r train ing  sessions to  becom e
staff m em bers.
T r a in in g  D a t e s  ( m u s t  a t t e n d  b o th ) :  S u n d a y ,  F e b r u a r y  2  &  S u n d a y ,  F e b r u a r y  1 6 ,2 0 0 3  
(Training w ill ru n  from  10 atn-5pm  on both  days. Breakfast and lunch w ill be served.) 
L a s t  D a y  to  s u b m i t  a n  a p p l ic a t io n :  F r id a y , J a n u a r y  3 1 ,2 0 0 3
A Service 0/ the SGA. Students Helping Studentspromr 30 ymn. (973) 655-5271
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cds (this year alone): $300
vintage rock posters: about $40 each
le tter from neighbor complaining about music: $0
frame for concert ticket stubs: $ 13
used turntable: $20
guitar pick necklace: $.75
finding out there’s an internship for people like you: priceless
Apply for a summer internship with Interscope/Geffen/A&M Records at mastercard.com. 
You could be sent to Nashville, where you’ll spend five weeks learning from industry bigwigs. 
You might even be flown to LA to work on the Jurassic 5 album Power in Numbers. 
there are some things money can’t buy. for everything else there’s MasterCard.®
No purchase necessary. 48 U.S. essay entrants win a summer study program. 12 of the 48 win a 2-week internship. Contest open to undergraduate 
students, 18-25, who are U.S. residents. Ends 4/11/03. Restrictions apply. Go to mastercard.com for Official Rules and complete details.
Official Rules. No Purchase Necessary to Enter or Win. Eligibility: Open to legal residents of the 50 United States and the District of Columbia who are 18 to 25 years of age and are enrolled as full- or part-time undergraduate students in  a U.S. Department o f Education accredited 2-year or 4-year college/university as of 1/28/03 and at the time of winner selection and notification. Employees of MasterCard International Incorporated ("Sponsor’ ), MasterCard member financial institu­
tions. Major League Baseball Properties. Inc., MLB Advanced Media, L. P „ Major League Baseball Enterprises, Inc., the Office of the Commissioner of Baseball,.the American and National Leagues o f Professional Baseball Clubs, and the Major League Baseball Clubs, and each of their respective shareholders, employees, parents, directors, officers, affiliates, representatives, agents, successors, and assigns (hereinafter, "MLB Entities"), Interscope Records. Inc., NEXTMOVE, Octagon 
Worldwide Limited, participating universities, Project Support Team, Inc. (“PST"), and their respective parent companies, subsidiaries, affiliates, distributors, officers, directors, governors, related entities, partners, partnerships, principals, agents, licensees, sponsors, representatives, successors and assigns, and advertising/promotion agencies (collectively "Released Parties") and members of the immediate family (mother, father, brothers, sisters, sons, daughters and spouse) and 
household of each such employee are not eligible to participate. This Contest is subject to all applicable federal, state and local laws and regulations. Void where prohibited. How to Enter 1.) Visit www.mastercard.com and click on the MasterCard® Priceless Edge™ icon between 9:00:01AM Central Time (“CT") on 1/28/03 and 8:59:59AM CT on 4/11/03 ("Promotion Period"): 2.) Click on the icon representing your preferred MasterCard® Priceless Edge course of study: Sports Management 
or Music & Entertainment (collectively “course of study"); 3.) To access the application form for your selected course of study, click on the “Apply Now" button o r register fo r one of six free course of study specific MasterCard Priceless Edge™ online distance-learning seminars developed by NEXTMOVE and complete the selected seminar. Participating distance-learning seminars are approximately thirty minutes in  duration and academic prerequisites are not required for participation: 
4.) Submit an essay of no more than (250) words answering the question for your selected course of study. Essay questions for each course of study are as follows: Sports Management If you could start a new professional sports business, what would it be, and why? Music & Entertainment: If you could start your own music o r entertainment company, what would it  do and how would it  be different? The entry must be your original creation, in  English and cannot have been previous­
ly  published or submitted in any prior competition. Modification of an existing work does not quality as original; 5.) Fully complete the online entry form; and 6.) Click the “Submit" button. Lim it one entry per person and per e-mail address for each selected course of study for the duration of the Promotion Period (i.e . a maximum of one Sports Management and one Music &  Entertainment essay). Additional entries received from such person and/or e-mail address thereafter 
w ill be void. Your submission o f an online entry constitutes your consent to participate in this Contest and your consent fo r Sponsor to obtain and deliver your name, address and other information to  PST for the purpose of administering this Contest and for other uses by Sponsor as permitted by applicable law. Sponsor is not responsible fo r lost, incomplete, late, stolen, or misdirected entries or submissions; theft, destruction or unauthorized access to, or alteration of. entries; fail- ; 
ures o r malfunctions o f phones, phonelines o r telephone systems; interrupted or unavailable network, server or other connections; any error, omission, interruption, defect or delay in  any transmission or communication; traffic congestion on the Internet or for any technical problem, including but not limited to any injury or damage to entrant's o r any other person’s computer related to o r resulting from participation in this Contest; errors in  these Official Rules, in any Contest-related 
advertisements or other materials: the selection o r announcement o f winners or the awarding of prizes; the cancellation, suspension o r modification o f online distance-learning seminars, o r other problems or errors of any kind whether mechanical, human, electronic or otherwise. Sponsor reserves the right, in its  sole discretion, to void any and all entries of an entrant who Sponsor believes has attempted to tamper with o r impair the administration, security, fairness, or proper play of 
this Contest. The use of automated entry devices is  prohibited. All entries will become the property of Sponsor and will not be returned. Judging: A total of (98) winners [(50) Sports Management Winners and (48) Music &  Entertainment Winners] will be selected fo r the duration o f the Promotion Period based on the date and time entry is  received in  accordance with the Entry Periods outlined below beginning at 9:00:01AM CT and ending at 8:59:59AM CT respectively: Entry Period #1 : 
1/28/03-2/20/03, (16) Sports Management Winners. (16) Music & Entertainment Winners. Entry Period #2 ; 2/21/03-3/17/03, (17) Sports Management Winners. (16) Music & Entertainment Winners. Entry Period #3:3/18/03-4/11/03, (17) Sports Management Winners, (16) Music & Entertainment Winners. Entries received for each respective course o f study during one Entry Period will not carry forward to subsequent Entry Periods. Entries will be judged by an independent panel of 
judges supervised by PST (an independent judging organization whose decisions will be final and binding in  all matters relating to this Contest) based on the following criteria: 1.) Originality: 0-40 points; 2.) Creativity/Written Expression: 0-30 points; and 3.) Relevance to the theme: 0-30 points. The likelihood of winning a prize w ill depend on the quality of each entrant's submission as compared to the quality of all other entrants' submissions as judged in  accordance with the aforemen­
tioned criteria. In the event of a tie. all such tied entries will be rejudged based on Originality: 0-100 points. If a tie  still exists, the remaining tied.entries will be rejudged based on Relevance to theme: 0-100 points. Winners will be notified by telephone and/or mail on or about 5/2/03. Neither Sponsor, nor anyone acting on its behalf, will enter into any communications with any entrant regarding any aspect of this Contest other than to notify potential winners. Lim it one prize per person, 
family, or household. Prizes: (50) Snorts Management Winners& Í481 Music & Entertainment Winners: Attend the MasterCard Priceless Edge™ Summer Study Program (hereinafter “summer study program") at a participating university to be designated by Sponsor between 6/2/03 and 7/3/03 featuring an introduction to each winner's selected course of study (either the Sports Management or Music & Entertainment industry) with access to select industry experts designated by Sponsor, 
specialized curricula, classroom sessions four days/week (Monday-Thursday) and off-campus excursions one day/week (Friday). Prize includes round-trip coach air transportation from major airport nearest each winner’s  residence in the U.S., standard double-occupancy room/board on participating university’s  campus, on-campus meal plan designated by Sponsor, ground transportation to/from off-campus excursions, SI ,000 which may be used toward spending money, and the oppor­
tunity to compete for one of twelve MasterCard® Priceless Edge™ post summer study internship invitations for each respective course of study (Approximate Summer Study Program Retail Value “ARV"=S6.700). Total ARV of all prizes=$656,600. The MasterCard® Priceless Edge™ Sports Management internship experience consists o f (but is  not limited to) the opportunity to join a MLB™ Club designated solely by Sponsor and participate in  a  two-week internship at said MLB Club’s 
administrative offices to support the development and implementation of an in-stadium promotion The MasterCard® Priceless Edge™ Music &  Entertainment internship experience consists o f (but is not limited to) the opportunity to join  Interscope Records and participate in a two-week internship at their administrative offices in  Santa Monica. CA to manage and promote the release and media support of.an artist/group to be determined solely by Sponsor. Both the Sports Management 
and Music &  Entertainment internship experiences will also include a 5-day/4-night tr ip for intern to the 2003 MLB™ All-Star Game® in Chicago, IL between 7/12/03 and 7/16/03 consish'ng o f round-trip coach air transportation from major airport nearest intem's residence in the U.S., standard double-occupancy hotel accommodations, a total o f $1,000 spending money, a ticket to both the 2003 CENTURY 21® Home Run Derby® event and the 2003 MLB™ All-Star Game® exhibition, ground 
transportation to/from select promotion-related events, and other on-site activities to  be determined by Sponsor. Prize and internship details not specifically set-forth herein are at Sponsor’s  sole discretion. Exact dates of internship experience (tentatively early August 2003) to be designated by Sponsor. Internship selections w ill be conducted by the Dean o f the summer study program and judged by a participating university faculty representative designated by Sponsor whose decisions 
are final and binding in all matters relating to the production internship team and selection thereof. Internship selection process w ill be based upon numerical scores awarded as outlined below per each student's participation in  summer study program activities, including but not limited to, performance during study group activities and case study analysis, teamwork, attendance and overall participation, and compliance with summer study program and University codes of conduct as 
follows: Issue identification and skit performance: 20%; Case study performance and study group interplay and cooperation: 50%; class and field study attendance/participation: 15%; and compliance with summer study program and university codes of conduct: 15%. Summer study program classroom/off-campus excursion attendance is  mandatory and winners must comply with all MasterCard rules and regulations relating to their participation in  the summer study program. Sponsor 
may. in its  sole discretion, impose disciplinary sanctions on winners/interns, ranging from a warning to expulsion to referral fo r state or federal prosecution, fo r violation of federal, state or local laws, summer study program and participating university student codes of conduct. Content of summer study program to be determined solely by Sponsor and courses are not for cred it Travel restrictions may apply and travel must take place on dates specified by Sponsor or prize will be for­
feited and awarded to the runner-up. MLB™ Club(s), artlst(s)/group(s), university(s) and/or other organization(s) or personality(s) featured in MasterCard Priceless Edge™ Contest promotional advertising are subject to  availability. If any named MLB™ Club(s), artist(s)/group(s), univèrsity(s) and/or other organization(s) o r personality(s) is unavailable to participate in the capacity specified for'any reason, an entity/individual of similar stature as determined by Sponsor will participate in 
lieu o f the applicable named entity and/or individual. Miscellaneous: No transfer, assignment, cash redemption, or substitution of prizes except by Sponsor due to prize unavailability, and then fo r a prize of equal o r greater value. Federal, state and local taxes and all other costs and expenses not specified herein are winners’ sole responsibility. Winners will be required to execute and return an Affidavit of Eligibility, Liability Release and (where legal) Publicity Release within (3) 
days of issuance of notification along with a copy o f their current college/university transcript and must be in good academic standing as defined by their respective college/university at time of prize award. If any prize notification letter is  returned as undeliverable, a runner-up will.be awarded the prize. By participating, entrants agree to be bound by these Official Rules and 1.) Attest that their entry is an original creation that has not been previously published or submitted in any 
other competitions; and 2.) Agree that Released Parties and their designees and assigns: a.) shall own the entry (and all material embodied therein) and shall have the perpetual, worldwide right to edit, publish, exploit and use the entry (or any portion thereof) in any way and in any media for advertising and/or trade purposes and/or fo r any other purpose in any media or format now or hereafter known without further compensation, permission o r notification from/to entrant or 
any third party; b.) shall have the right and permission (unless prohibited by law) to use entrant's name, voice, city/state of residence, photograph and/or other likeness for advertising and/or trade purposes and/or fo r the purpose o f displaying their name as a winner and/or for any other purpose in any media or format now or hereafter known without further compensation, permission o r notification; c.) use of entry shall not violate the right of any third parties and shall not vio­
late any applicable federal, state or local laws or ordinances, d.) shall have thè right, in their sole discretion, to disqualify any entries that they deem to be obscene o r otherwise not in good taste; e.) shall have no liability and entrant will defend, indemnify and hold harmless Sponsor and the other entities named herein from and against any liability, loss, in jury o r damage of any kind (including attorney’s fees) to any person o r entity including, without limitation, personal injury, 
death or damage to personal o r real property, due in  whole o r in part, directly o r indirectly, by reason o f the acceptance, possèssion. use or misuse of a prize o r participation in this Contest and any travel related thereto including, but not limited to. any claim that entrant's submission infringes or violates the rights of any person or entity. Sponsor reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to modify, terminate or suspend this Contest should virus, bugs, nonauthorized human inter­
vention or other causes beyond the reasonable control o f Sponsor, including but not limited to war. strikes, and/or acts of God. corrupt o r impair the administration, security, fairness or proper play of this Contest and. if  the Contest is  terminated or suspended, at its discretion award prizes in a judging from among all non-suspect entries received prio r to event requiring such modification, termination o r suspension. Winners Lis t: For the winners' names, send a self-addressed, 
stamped envelope to be received by 6/2/03 to: MasterCard® Priceless Edge'“  Winners, P.0. Box 13106, Bridgeport. CT 06673-3106.
Major League Baseball trademarks & copyrights are used with permission of Major League Baseball Properties. Inc. MasterCard International Incorporated is an Official Sponsor of Major League BasebalLThis Contest is not produced or executed by any MLB Entity. ©2003 MasterCard International Incorporated. All Rights Reserved Sponsor MasterCard International Incorporated. 2000 Purchase Street. Purchase. NY 10577. Promoter Project Support Team. Inc.. 100 Mill Plain Road. Danbury. CT 06811
You may elect to have your name and address removed from lists ot names and addresses used by MasterCard International Incorporated to direct mail skill contests or sweepstakes. To so prohibit mailing ol all skill contests or sweepstakes by MasterCard International Incorporated lo you. you must send a removal reguest containing your name and address (please also include the first 6 digits ot your MasterCard card number, It any) to the following address: ATTH: 
Sweepstakes Exclusion notification System, 6lobal Promotions Manager, MasterCard International Incorporated, 2000 Purchase Street, Purchase, MY 10577-2509.
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Stay in the Light and Out of Darkness Falls
ByCristin Curry 
Arts and Entertainment Editor
Darkness Falls
Jonathon Liebesman
USA
When director Jonathon Liebesman decided to make a “horror" movie, he 
must have gotten a little confused 
sometime after shooting the pro­
logue, forgetting that the film was 
supposed to be a “ horror" movie 
and not a “horrIBLE" movie.
Darkness Falls, directed by Liebe­
sman and starring Emma Caulfield 
(“Buffy the Vampire Slayer”), Chaney 
Kley, and Lee Cormie, may just be 
the worst movie ever made.
The film starts 
out with an open- M  
ing prologue telling 
the tale of an old 
lady who used to 
go around playing 
tooth fairy to the 
children of Dark­
ness Falls (not only 
is it a spooky title 
that plays with the 
theme of the 
movie, it’s also ■  
coincidentally the 
name of the "mysterious" town that 
this tooth fairy stalks!).
The “tooth fairy” who was exe­
cuted for child murder over 150 years 
ago, was also burnt in a fire before 
her death that scarred her face 
leaving her, I guess you could say, 
allergic to light? So, in order to keep 
her sensitive skin wrinkle free, this 
tooth fairy must always steer clear of 
the daytime and wear a porcelain 
face mask at all times, protecting 
her from the light.
Now, what this tooth fairy does is 
she comes after all children who lose 
their last baby tooth and tries to kill 
them. But wait, there's more. Even if 
you have already lost your last baby 
tooth and you think tha t you ’re 
free and clear of this mystical fairy, 
don't get your hopes up too soon, 
because if you happen to catch a 
glimpse of her face, then consider
yourself dead.
Young Kyle Walsh (Chaney Kley) 
is attacked by this tooth fairy one 
night after losing his last baby tooth. 
Yet, it seems kind of odd that the 
young Walsh is losing his last baby 
tooth at about 14 years of age, isn't 
it?
His young seductress/love inter­
est, Caitlin Greene (Emma Caul­
field) who sneaks into the window of 
Walsh’s bedroom before his attack, 
reminds him that he is "no longer 
a baby" since he lost his last tooth 
(what a way to a guys heart); but 
doesn't a child’s status of infanthood 
completely dissapear after he/she 
hits puberty anyway?
During Walsh’s attack, he realizes 
in order to stay alive he must stay 
in the light, continually clicking on 
and off his flashlight, which he hap­
pens to keep handy at his bedside. 
Somehow Walsh manages to run out 
of his bedroom (which is completely 
unexplained, being that this tooth 
fairy was laying on 
top of him and jab­
bing a knife in his 
face while he was in 
his bed before) and 
finds his mother.
Walsh, knowing 
that he must stay 
in the light doesn’t 
think to turn on ANY 
of the lights in the 
house and allows his 
mother to go into his 
bedroom to ease 
Walsh’s fears and find this “monster" 
for him. Walsh’s mother is, well obvi­
ously, killed and Walsh is found hiding 
in his bathroom shower holding a 
flashlight. He is accused of killing his 
mother and declared insane.
After this episode, Walsh is stalked 
by the tooth fairy throughout his 
entire life because he caught
¿¿D a r k n e s s  F a l l s ,
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a glimpse of her 
face; but a c tu ­
ally, he d idn ’t, 
being that she 
always wears this 
porcelain mask.
Instead he
caught a glimpse 
of her evil mask 
and apparently 
that's not
allowed either.
Walsh then moves 
to Las Vegas 
where it is always 
light and his life 
seems worry free 
of the tooth fairy.
Twelve years 
later, Walsh 
receives a phone 
call from his long- 
lost seductress 
Caitlin Greene. It’s 
urgent, her little 
brother Michael 
has the same 
exact insane 
problem that Kyle 
had after his 
mother was killed, 
night terrors (he's 
afraid of the dark 
for fear of the 
tooth fairy, so 
he w on ’t sleep) 
and she wants 
Walsh to come
and diagnose Michael’s dilemma. 
Walsh is hesitant but how could he 
resist his forgotten love? He comes 
back to Darkness Falls with a duffle 
bag full of flashlights and stops by the 
hospital to talk to Michael. Michael 
(Lee Cormie) is the epitome of 
clichés in today’s horror films. He 
is another freaky little Haley Joel 
Osmond-esque kid who can’t pro­
nounce his R's.
W WW .IMDB.COM
Jonathon Liebesm an’s dissapointing excuse for a 
horror film, Darkness Falls .
Michael sees visions, has night 
terrors, and is constantly visited by 
the tooth fairy that he believes is 
going to kill him because he just 
lost his last baby tooth. Funny that 
Michael seems to be about seven 
or eight years old when he loses his 
last tooth, when Walsh was almost 
twice his age. Perhaps Walsh had
See "DARKNESS FALLS” on  p . 20
W WW .IMDB.COM
The tooth fairy ghost that haunts 
the children of Darkness Falls.
Let’s Start Getting in Shape
By M elinda Smith 
Chief Copy Editor
Shape
Barbara Harris
It ’s getting to be the end of Janu­ary. Have you stuck to that New Year’s resolution of getting in shape 
and eating better? Prob­
ably not, but you 
mean well,
right? —i.
y o u Zin<
really do 
want to be 
healthier this year.
Well, Shape magazine may be 
able to help with that,
It's the perfect companion while 
running on the treadmill or using the 
elliptical machine. It covers the time 
and keeps your attention so before 
you know it, you're done with cardio
for the day and well on your 
way to that new healthier 
you.
Shape magazine is for 
women conscious of their 
bodies. With sections includ­
ing, “Shape Your Life,” "Look 
Great,” J‘Think Healthy,” “Get 
Fit,” and “Eat Right," it’s hard for 
a woman reading this maga­
zine not to be.
Each month, two or three 
success stories are featured. 
(Women's accounts of how 
they've changed their lives 
for the better simply by eating 
right and exercising.)
These stories are 
s o m e t i m e s  
e x a c t l y  
w h. a t 
a n o t h e r  
woman might 
need to moti­
vate her into changing her 
own life.
The statistics featured under the 
woman's “ before" picture shows 
the reader exactly how the woman 
changed including her inches lost 
on bust, waist, hips, and thighs, as
ene
OUTSMART 
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well as the maintenance tips and 
workout schedule that the woman 
in the article used.
See “SHAPE” on  p.21
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Sea and Cake Hit the Streets With the New  
Sound o f Their Latest Album  One Bedroom
By Ryan Doyle 
StaffWriter
The Sea and Cake
O ne Bedroom T our 
Joe’s P ub, NYC
The Sea and Cake has always been easy on the eye. From the album layout to the produc­
tion, there is an unprecedented 
amount of detail and care that goes 
into every aspect of the group’s art. 
Looking at a Sea and Cake album 
cover, it's not surprising that the 
group's lead singer has furnished 
galleries in Chelsea, N.Y. with his 
paintings.
They have a way, in all aspects 
of their art, of steering clear of any 
clichés, musically or lyrically, while at 
the same time, keeping an acces­
sibility to their songs.
There is a balance that exists on 
their records and it holds true in their 
live performances as well.
After playing a series of dates 
throughout Europe with Tortoise, 
Chicago Underground Duo, and 
Trans Am to celebrate Thrill Jockey 
Record’s 10-year anniversary, The
Sea and Cake are on the road 
yet again in support of their latest 
release, One Bedroom.
Their first stop before their official 
European and Japanese tour was at 
New York’s Joe's Pub last Wednes­
day.
Joe's Pub, a suave, intimate res­
taurant located a block away from 
St. Mark’s Place on Lafayette Street, 
was a perfect setting for the music of 
The Sea and 
Cake. Com­
p lim en ting  
the band ’s 
lush, pop 
w o r k o u t s  
were dark, 
l e a t h e r  
c o u c h e s  
and candles 
to match.
T h e y  
played two 
sold-out sets; 
an early 
show and a 
late show.
The first fea­
tured The 
A l u m i n u m  
Group as the 
o p e n i n g 
act.
The Aluminum Group, consisting 
of Chicago natives John and Frank 
Navin, pumped out a handful of 
quirky, melodramatic lounge tunes
The Sea and Cake’s 
Bedroom.
70.3
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on their Apple iPod with song titles 
like "If You've Got a Lover, You’ve 
Got a Life.”
They were more of a glamorized 
karaoke act but they did manage 
to kill some time before The Sea and 
Cake came on.
Only minutes after The Aluminum 
Group's set ended, Sam Prekop 
(guitar and lead vocals) and Archer 
Prewitt (guitar and backing vocals), 
displaying iden­
tical Danelec- 
tro’s, Eric Clar- 
idge (bass), 
John McEnfire 
(drums), and 
t o u r i n g  
member Max 
Crawford (key­
boards) took to 
the stage and 
opened with 
the first song off 
of One
Bedroom, “Four 
Corners."
The major­
ity of the two 
45-minute sets 
consisted of 
songs off One 
■ B e d r o o m ,  
although, to much of the crowd’s 
delight, they also performed a 
number of Sea and Cake classics 
including “Jacking 
The Ball,” . "The H  
Colony Room,”
“The Biz," and an 
exquisite rendition 
of “Parasol."
The band per­
formed a new song 
titled “ An Echo 
In" which will be 
included on Glass, 
an EP due out in 
February from Thrill 
Jockey Records.
“An Echo In” featured a driving, 
slightly distorted guitar courtesy of 
Archer Prewitt, a sound that hasn’t 
been heard on a Sea and Cake 
album for quite some time now.
“Try Nothing,” a slower number 
on One Bedroom, contained one of 
Prekop’s most memorable melodies. 
He sang with his eyes closed, “Don't
WWW.THRILUOCKEY.COM
latest release, One
try understanding fractions of a 
cloudy day.”
Their live sound, though they 
are acutely sensitive to the original 
recordings, is much louder and more 
rock oriented than the pastel airiness 
that’s generally found on the typical 
Sea and Cake record.
In the context of the live show, 
Prekop was not afraid to raise his 
voice and he even let out a soul cry 
every now and then.
It's difficult to tell by merely listen­
ing to the group’s records whether or 
not their studio mastery could work 
well in a live setting.
Their performance af Joe’s Pub is 
an affirmation that they are as much 
a live band as they are a studio 
band.
According to Sam Prekop, the 
approach taken on One Bedroom 
as apposed to the approach used 
on Oui, the band's 2000 release, was 
more than mere chance.
"For One Bedroom it was slightly 
different intentionally,” said Prekop. 
“Oui was very traditional in that 
we had all the songs configured 
and arranged before we went into 
the studio. With One Bedroom, we 
decided to change that up a bit to 
enable more off the cuff ideas.”
These "off the cuff ideas” translate 
into some of the most perfect pop 
songs, elegantly textured with John 
McEntire’s innova­
tive drum program­
ming and Prekop’s 
synthesizer work.
The more intri­
cate songs were 
left off the group’s 
live set for the time 
being, such as “Le 
Baron" and the 
almost entirely elec­
tronic “Hotel Tell.” 
For the encore. 
The Aluminum 
Group joined the band on stage at 
the end of both sets to add vocals 
to a perfect take on David Bowie's 
“Sound and Vision," a song also fea­
tured as the finale to One Bedroom.
All in all, it was a particularly 
moving prelude to The Sea and 
Cake's European and Japanese tour 
that began on the Jan. 27, 2003.
66 T heir live
SOUND...IS MUCH 
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Members of The Sea and Cake, Sam Prekop (vocals, guitar), Archer 
Prewitt (guitar, keyboards), Eric Claridge (bass), and John McEntire 
(drums, keyboards, and programming).
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Darkness Falls
Continued from p.18
super-strength gums, which they 
forgot to tell the audience; it wouldn’t 
be surprising being that it would just 
be one more of the billions of plot 
holes they forgot to fill in.
Walsh of course is skeptical of 
helping Michael at first, because 
he fears the tooth fairy returning to 
kill him as well, but he eventually 
decides to help; and by help he 
means keeping Michael in the light. 
Big deal, he could have told Caitlin 
that over the phone.
Of course the town of Darkness 
Falls first believes Walsh to be a crazy 
killer but then they all learn the error 
of their ways once they too view the 
tooth fairy. But by then it's too late 
and everyone gets killed off one 
by one, either from being alone in 
the dark or seeing her hideous face 
mask. This is where you start to lose 
track of which one it is that gets you 
killed.
Eventually, the light shining from 
the lighthouse that Walsh, Caitlin and 
Michael are hiding out in defeats the 
tooth fairy and Kyle and Caitlin fall in 
love again and all is well in Darkness 
Falls once again.
The plot holes in this film are so 
large you could fit at least eight small 
freaky children in them. For instance, 
why is it that throughout this entire 
time that Michael Greene is “going 
crazy” his sister Caitlin is the one 
caring for him and signing him over 
to doctors for treatment? Where 
are his parents? Why is his sister, 
who (strangely enough) is at least 
three times his age, acting as his
guardian?
And, if fhis toofh fairy comes 
after all little children who lose their 
last baby tooth, then why doesn't 
anyone believe Walsh or Michael 
when they try to explain that this 
ghost is real and not just a fairy tale 
told to scare little children?
If every kid has fo lose their last 
tooth at some point, wouldn’t this 
tooth fairy be running rampant 
throughout the town? Or does 
Darkness Falls only have one child 
in town every 12 years or so? Not 
too likely.
This movie is all over the place, 
especially in the last scene at the 
lighthouse. It's so choppy that it 
makes it extremely difficult to focus 
on anything, which drastically takes 
away from the scary-build up of 
something popping out of nowhere.
Plus, the floating idea of the 
tooth fairy isn’t strong enough to 
hold any type of substantial ground. 
It should have been cut out from 
fhe beginning, focusing more on 
the ghost being a child murderer 
that can only come out at night.
Aside from the monotone, 
unemotional acting of Kley, the 
cliché use of Cormie, the choppy, 
unfocused editing, the immense 
plot holes, and the cheesy predict­
able story line. Darkness Falls is 
the biggest waste of nine dollars 
one could ever be subjected to. 
You’re probably better off seeing 
Kangaroo Jack before seeing this 
mess.
& h i/ Uleek in Entertainment
creator and host of Comedy Central's “The Man Show,”
j j H B M H B » oving his way up to late night tv. The ABC
Live” first aired with a special post-Super 
Bowl fe^ ^ B iW y^unaay night. The show will continue Mondays 
through wH^s.following “Nightline.”
Movies
The 2003 Sundance Film Festival gave out their awards on 
Saturday. American Splendor and Capturing foe Friedmans won 
top honors, putting them on top of the twygdridependent films 
to watch for in 2003. American Sp/endaH H estory of the life 
of depressed comic artist Harvey Peka i^ B WWyfelationship with 
Joyce Brabner. American Splendor won thSprand Jury Prize for 
best drama. Capturing the Friedmans won me Grand Jury Prize 
for best documentary.
Music
Seattle-based rock group. Pearl Jam, have planned a 48-city 
North American tour starting in April. The Tour is in support of their 
latest album Riot Act. Riot Act is the band's seventh studio release 
from Son^H|usic’s Epic Records, and the band is expected to 
reyjygjaJHwPrities from its back catalog as well.
Compiled by Cnstin Curry from cnn.com
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Live
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A r ts  C a len d ar
C o n cert €r T h e a te r  C a len d ar
Rainer Maria
Bowery Ballroom 
Joan Jeff 4  The Blackhead: 
China Club
James Brown
B.B. King’s Blues Club 
Coheed & Cambria 
Birch Hill Nite Club
James Brown
B.B. King's Blues Club 
A.F.I.
Irving Plaza
The Waco Brothers 
Maxwell's 
Chris Connelly 
Don Hill's
The D4
Mercury Lounge 
The Forty-Fives
Mercury Lounge
Jacky Terrasson
Village Underground 
Bob James 
Blue Note
The Dismemberment Plan 
Bowery Ballroom 
M y Chemical Romance 
Irving Plaza
M ovie Releases
*  ■
The Guru- dir: Daisy Von Scherler M ayer 
Heather Graham, Marisa Torriei, Jimi Mistry 
Final Destination 2-  dir: D av id  Ellis 
Ali Larter, Michael Landes, Tony Todd
A lbum  Releases
Rock -  Pinback: TBA EP 
Rock — Tiga: DJ Kicks
Rock -  Faith No More: The Best o f Faith No M ore  
Rap -  DJ Spinna: Here to There 
Rock -  Pet Shop Boys: London/Berlin 
Rap -  Frukwan: Life
Tigetlily only lists events for that week (from the Thursday we com e out to the following Wednesday). For your event to get
listed, it must reach us by the Tuesday before we com e out.
Be sure to include the name of the event (who's performing) where it’s being held, and the exact date it’s happening.
Send all information to the following e-mail address:
m o n t a r ts @ y a h o o .c o m
Shape
Continued from p. 18
There are also what Shape calls 
“Target Training Tips" that pick differ­
ent parts of the body each month 
and display how to exercise it.
This helps to show a person want­
ing to go to the gym exactly how 
to use all the equipment offered, 
w ithout the expensive cost of a 
personal trainer.
For those 
that like to look 
good while 
working out,
Shape also 
has style 
pages that 
show the latest 
in workout 
clothing and 
equipment.
The Feb­
ruary issue's 
"Style” pages 
feature all pink colors in the spirit of 
Valentine's Day.
(You c a n 't forget the pink on 
Valentine's Day!)
The beauty products in the Febru­
ary issue of Shape are also inspired 
by love, with heart-shaped soap 
and a new Clinique perfume called 
Happy Heart.
Shape comes up with things for 
their beauty section that will make 
women feel good about themselves. 
That is the whole point to getting in 
shape, right?
With all this exercising and getting
pretty, you must be getting hungry. 
Well Shape also fills its pages with 
ways to lose weight by eating good 
food and it shows you exactly what 
ingredients you need and directions 
to make this food.
One of the best articles in Shape 
was a list of exactly what to buy at 
the grocery store for a week and 
then a bunch of recipes 
on what to make with 
the food you bought.
Some people are 
good at reading recipes, 
looking at the pictures 
and saying, "Yum, that’s 
looks good." But that’s as 
far as they go with it.
When you ’re given 
an actual grocery list, 
things become a bit 
easier and you're more 
willing to make the
effort.
Shape is for the women that 
want to work out, but are a bit intimi­
dated by the power shakes and big 
muscles.
It provides a strong balance 
between fitness, eating right, and 
looking good.
It's for those women that want to 
have it all and should.
They want to have their cake 
and eat it too. Well maybe not the 
whole cake, but a big piece.
I
 ¿¿Shape  is for the
WOMEN THAT WANT TO 
WORK OUT, BUT ARE A 
BIT INTIMIDATED BY THE 
POWER SHAKES AND BIG 
MUSCLES. 99
T hursday, Ja n u a ry  3 0
Franklin D. Roosevelt 1882 
Anna Carena 1906 
Phil Collins 1951 
Brett Butler 1958
F rid ay , January 31
Jackie Robinson 1919 
Carol Channing 1923 
Ernie Banks 1931 
Minnie Driver 1970 
Portia De Rossi 1973
S a tu rd ay , F eb ruary  1
Clark G ab le  1901 
Langston Hughes 1902 
Boris Yeltsin 1931 
Rick James 1952
S un d ay , F eb ru ary  2
James Joyce 1882 
James Dean 1931 
Farrah Faw cett 1947
M onday , F ebruary  3
Norm an Rockwell 1894 
M organ Fairchild 1950 
Nathan Lane 1956
T uesday, F eb ruary  4
Rosa Parks 1913 
A lice C ooper 1943 
Oscar De La Hoya 1973
W e J  nesday, F eb ru ary  5
Hank Aaron 1934 
Barbara Hershey 1948 
Jennifer Jason Leigh 1962
Know someone who's celebrating a birthday soon? What else says 
“ Happy Birthday" (on a very limited budget) better than getting your 
friend’s name in the paper? Email montarts@yahoo.com with the birthday 
kid’s full name and year of birth a t least a week before the date and let 
them know you really care... even though you may be really poor.
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$60 (lift tickst/equipm ent rental) i 
$40 (lift tic k e t only)
BU SW IflEE  i
LEAVES RED HAWK DINER «1 S;00 A.M.& RETURNS at 8:00 PM, j
;:. ■ i
Pay At Campus Rec. (Keith x53$0; Student Center 104*U)
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Return this form to Campus Recreate or Rgsiteee L ie  as so« m possible,
Residence life  (Cindy xS20S; Bohn Half Room 444) 
Campus Rec. (Keith x53S0; Student Center 104-d)
THIS EVENT WILL BE SOLD OUT
Tuesday, February 4 
Student Center Ballroom s 
10 a.m. to  4 p.m.
Every Pint of 
Blood Saves a Life!!
Q u m & x w ? ? ?
Contact Steve @ x7443 or Keith @ x5350
WW!«tfae sf Own!*?
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Contact Keith, MSU Campus Recreation,« {xS350 for more info or visit us at 104-J in 
th« Student Center Commuter Lounoe!
/
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CAPTAIN RlBM AN"i" B eer Nuts by Sprengelm eyer & Davis
W H Y  ALL
t h e  BEER
C O M M E R C IA L S  
W IT H  VOLUPTUOUS  
TW IN S ?
VOU C A N 'T  
D E PE N D  O N  
J U S T  O N E  H O TTIE  
TO  DELIVER BEER
IN T ÌM E L V  
FA SH IO N
@ 2 0 0 3
SUPER
COMICS
.COM
VOU'RE  
S A V IN G  IT 'S  
N O T  A B O U T S E X . 
IT 'S  A B O U T  
G E T T IN G  
W A S T E D ?
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TH E S P O T S .r  N O . 8 E I N G \
T A P P E D  IN T O f  REJECTED y
A A E N 'S B V ONE
U L T IA A A T E B A B E  SUCKS.
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SyFANTASY//
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fnY S H iB T  IS ALSO
HOW A 
SEED 6R0WS.
“R e m e m b e r, B ob ...  th e  on ly  th ing th a t s e p a ra te s  
you from  th e  a n im a ls  . ..  is your p a n ts .”
Crossword
ACROSS 
1 .Scrabble piece 
5 Window cover 
10 Autobahn auto
14 Not a dupe
15 Playful aquatic 
mammal
16 Stout’s Wolfe
17 Poor choice of 
words?
19 Old sailor
20 Tangle up
21 Posted 
statements
23 Positive hand 
signals
24 Rich deposit
25 Period in a 
process
28 Hole in one 
31 Country on the 
Gulf of Aden
34 Crag
35 Flounces
38 Neighbor of 
Miss.
39 Joan of
40 Be malevolent
41 Relatives
42 College cheer
43 Explore caves
45 & so forth
46 Horned charger
48 Pull from a jug
49 Concur 
51 Ditty
53 Med. picture
54 Solemnly 
promised
57 Fellow traveler
61 Focal points
62 Flexible elevator?
64 Chooses
65 Goddess of 
peace
66 k.d.
67 Adam or Mae
68 Gives off
69 911 respondents
DOWN
1 Option for 
Hamlet
2 Shah's realm
3 Covers
4 Christmas quaff
5 Flies high
6 Web page file 
letters
© 2003 Tribune Media Services, Inc. 
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7 $ dispenser
8 Rusk or Martin
9 Actor Flynn
10 _  kick (football 
gamble)
11 Mediator
1 2  _________ Stanley
Gardner
13 Subdivision 
divisions
18 Gardening tools 
22 Santa’s sackful
25 Belle or Bart
26 Synagogue 
scroll
27 Saarinen and 
Wright
28 Forest quaker
29 Mexican dish
30 Gobble
32 Select few
33 Sportscaster Jim
36 Small viper
37 Strong desire
43 Tune
44 Destiny 
47 Naturist 
50 Bellyband
Solutions
52 Uncanny
53 Plants with 
intelligence?
54 John Deere 
product
55 Easy gait
56 Campus
quarters
57 Canadian coin
58 Eliot’s Bede
59 Pockmark
60 Units of work 
63 Louvre Pyramid
designer
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A Bad Week for Education
In New Jersey, the signs of recession are everywhere. Jobs are 
being cut left and right: and Governoi James McGreevey is proposing 
to raise the cigarette tax by 30 cents, which would make ours the 
highest dgaiette tax.¡r the nation» • And, of couise, education is being 
hit hard»» - On Tuesday,; McGreevey called Î 2 representatives of the 
state’s public universities into his. office to  announce an $8<$ rriiliion 
reductjorvjn the. budgets. Rutgers president Richard 
McCgrrpiGkpullea the cuts “unprecedented'.' qpd I 
“ painful.” *. Président ^
for the governor’s meeting on Tuesday, was eqitgîly, 1 
blunt: "an extraordinary, devastating put. for higher. 
education in this state.”
fd'forMSU is a $7 million .cut jç  - > 
our budget.. Cote has said that nothing Mastic w l  be 
donp, but her words nng fcilseiy Qptimbfic. Already,
$3 3 million has beon cut from the Outstanding Scholars 
Assistance Program, and Cole has said that a raise 
in  tuition is almost certain. None of the construction 
projects currently underway will be halted, nor will any 
of those in the planning stages da cancelled, and 
MSU’s plan to increase enrollment will rehriain: Still, 
the next few years, as MSU struggles to achieve greater prestige 
while working with painful budget constraints, should prove to be 
interesting.
McGreevey is in a difficult position. All across the country, states 
are purporting budget deficits o f $60~$8Q bHIion dyer the next two 
years. Unemployment is rising, and, with Bush’s tax put looming on the 
horizon,, budgets havpfg  be staiihpcC ~ Whan Florio tried
to solve New Jersey’s budget crisis 10 years ago with a tax hike, voters 
responded by booting him out of office. McGreevey Is aware of this, 
and has promised no increase in sales.or income taxes. Whpeihis may 
keep voters happy and secure McGreevey a second term, ifyrijl have. . 
long-lasting effects on our state’s educationinstitutions. /  ’
; Of a il areas in our state budged education should be the iosdj 
area cuf. Nparly ^evefy e lected  officia l, while 
campaigning>jows to fbcus on education,» Indeed,....
:thqhh»^pp|^ent would furn hisbbck on eaucafipri“ 
and promised to improve the, quality of teachers. 
Yet, faced with an ’electorate mat woyld jpqrdqn. ,i 
the pun}-make him" pay  if he raised taxes even1 a . J 
fraction higher than they are now, McGreeypy.*jap$ 
taken fh# easy way out^Y i; • * *
No one wants higher taxes. NcwMerseyYin 
particular, has some o f the highest rates in the 
country. And, faced with a nation-wide recession 
that has no end in sight, people have'to sacrifice. 
But the longterm effects of cutting $7 million from 
■ MSU’s budget, especially considering the $3.2 million 
cut last year, will be, as Cole said, devastating. The years ahead | 
will probably bring bigger class sizes, highef tuition, higher fees - th e  
financial burden feft by M§#: students hb^:‘will only increase. And, 
who knows, perhaps this w# cfiscourage others from attending this, or 
any other, state university.
It’s a bad week for education.
EFFECTS O F CUTTING $ 7  
M lCLlbN  FROM MSU’s 
BUDGET...WALL BE, AS
C o l e  s a id , 
DEVASTATING.??
The Voice of Montclair State University
Do You Support Affirmative Action?
“Not really. I feel like it’s not 
really doing a service. You 
should get into college or get a 
job if you deserve it, not based 
on your skin color.”
Erin Dawson, Theatre/ 
Production Design, second
year
“Yes. It gives minorities an 
opportunity. Race is always a 
factor, no matter what people 
think.”
Jay Hortillas, English, fourth 
- year
“No. As it stands, it seems like 
all they’re doing is filling up 
quotas.”
M un Ling Yeow, Chemistry, 
second year
------------------------------------------------- \
||Qve you 
P had 
problems 
with heat in 
your room?
Call 973-655-5241 or email 
MontOpinion@yahoo. com 
to respond.
__________________ _______________ S
I  » t  I  t  (  K
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Viewpoint s ___________ _____ ____________
No More Super Bowl Propaganda!
For the second year in a row, not only has ultra-patriotism been presented as the theme of the 
Super Bowl (e.g., a flag draped 
across mid-field and a squadron 
of F-18's overhead as the national 
anthem was sung), but this year 
the popularity of the event served 
yet again as an excuse to push 
the conservative agenda. 
Commercials during the 
big game are usually stupid 
and insulting to the public's 
intelligence, but not since 
last year’s tribute to Sep­
tem ber 11 have they 
been so unabashedly and 
unflinchingly subjective.
Take this one for example: 
we are shown a woman, 30 
or so, holding a pregnancy 
test in her hand and look­
ing a bit concerned. Her 
husband walks into the 
shot, looking equally so.
A close-up of the test applicator 
reveals the results as positive. Some 
captions come up concerning 
changes in their lives. Then, the 
last shot shows us the face of the 
couple's teenage daughter, and 
then a new caption saying that 
the couple "will be the youngest 
grandparents they know." Finally, 
as the logo for The Partnership for 
a Drug Free America (PDFA) comes 
up, we hear a voice say, “Marijuana 
can impair your judgment."
So can watching slanted com­
mercials.
With the war on drugs failing, 
it's no surprise that the PDFA is resort­
ing to these sorts of time-sensitive 
advertisements. What is surprising is 
that anti-drug commercials would
have us believe that narcotics alone 
cause bad judgment. It was most 
ironic that this anti-weed ad was 
followed up immediately by one of 
the many Budweiser commercials 
that are normally seen during the 
game. Now, honestly, what do 
you think causes worse judgment, 
marijuana or alcohol? Smoking 
weed may convince you 
that the frozen burrito in 
your refrigerator tastes like 
filet mignon, but alcohol 
doesn't do you any better. 
According to a study by 
the Shaffer Library on Drug 
Policy, “alcohol intoxica­
tion is strongly associated 
with aggressive and vio­
lent behavior." The study 
also finds that “ there is little 
to suggest that a casual 
relationship with cannabis 
leads to aggression or vio­
lence." Another study, by 
The National Highway Transportation 
Safety Administration, finds that 
higher dosages of THC are never as 
impairing as those of the legal Blood 
Alcohol Level, or even medicinal 
drugs.
Remind me again what made 
our dullard of a president wrap his 
father’s car around a tree. Alcohol? 
No kidding!
The Super Bowl commercial also 
seems to rule out the possibility of the 
young girl having an abortion, which 
to be honest, seems Trice a rational 
thing to do considering her age. Of 
course, that just wouldn't be proper 
now would it? The PDFA can 't go 
endorsing choice, or else people 
might actually (gasp) exercise it. 
Nothing like killing two birds with one
right-wing stone, huh?
The Super Bowl is supposed to be 
about competition and triumph, not 
taking advantage of mass media to 
influence public policy. This will most 
likely become a new trend in subtle 
brainwashing; run a bunch of ads 
about social issues during a major 
event and tell the people only what 
we want them to 
know.
R e m e m b e r  
when people actu­
ally used to watch 
football for the 
game?
The time has 
come to ban any 
sort of non-com- 
merclal advertising 
during the Super 
Bowl and, for that 
matter, any sport­
ing event. That 
means no more ads concerning 
public policy or politics. If corpora­
tions wish to run dumb commercials 
about men with tree hands and dogs 
who kick open fire hydrants, fine, 
but don ’t make up hypothetical 
situations just to be the morality 
police. Run these commercials 
during regular primetime hours, just 
like every other advertisement. Some 
might claim the timing of them is 
simply a smart advertising technique, 
but that doesn't justify hidden coer­
cion. The NFL and all of the major net­
works would do well to work together 
to ensure that advertising revenue 
does not come at the expense of 
free thought.
My grandfather tells me some­
times about what it was like being 
a young boy in fascist Italy during
WWII. He’d say, every 50 yards or so, 
there would be black and white signs 
posted on street corners reading 
“Credere, Obedire, Com battere" 
(“Believe, Obey, Fight”). This is how 
we are being indoctrinated; if seems 
that every “50 yards” we are bom­
barded with another a ttem pt to 
influence our thoughts. I very much 
believe that the 
Super Bowl has 
become analo­
gous with this type 
of control mech­
anism. We need 
look no further 
than last year's 
Rams/ Pa t r io t s  
contest to see 
evidence of this, 
what with all the 
ex-presidents and 
images of the 
WTC tragedy.
A message needs to be sent to 
the powers that be that our sport­
ing events will not serve as political 
soapboxes. Football is athletics, not 
an ideological tool. George Bush 
himself has said that many of the 
working heroes in America are sports 
fans. We call them heroes, but we 
treat them like imbeciles.
If this issue seems trite to you, ask 
yourself this: is a country that allows 
subversive influence to go on really 
advocating democracy?
No more propaganda through 
sports!
Jero m e D 'Angelo, a  political sc ien ce  
m ajor, is  in h is  fo u rth  y e a r  a s  a  
co lum nist for T h e  M o n tc la r io n .
66 T he S uper B owl is
SUPPOSED TO BE ABOUT 
COMPETITION AND 
TRIUMPH, NOT TAKING 
ADVANTAGE OF MASS 
MEDIA TO INFLUENCE 
PUBLIC P O LIC Y .??
America Can Do it Alone
A  quick history of America’s his­tory with Europe: we saved democracy in Europe in World 
War I; we saved it in World War II; 
after the wars, we spent billions to 
save it from econom ic ruin; and 
we won the Cold War with­
out their help. We have 
been at the center of 
their national defense since 
World War II.
Today, we are still the 
center of any defense their 
continent might hope to 
make against an aggres­
sor, however unlikely that 
may be.
They have had the 
luxury of spending the 
majority of their taxes on 
social welfare programs 
because they have not 
had to spend money on defense. 
Why? Because we are the ones 
spending money to defend them.
What was the reaction of the 
Europeans after September 11 ? They 
sent their condolences and assured 
America that they would help us 
in our war on terror abroad. Nice
The Montclarion Mailbag Policy : /
words, but little action.
Germany assured us that they 
would help us, and in their last 
election, candidates affectionately 
referred to our President as a Nazi.
And the French are worse. Out of 
all the countries in Europe, 
they might be the ones 
that owe us the most. 
We rescued them from 
the Germans, we brought 
their country out of eco­
nomic ruin, and what do 
we get? We got scathing 
attacks by their President, 
their press, and their mis­
informed foolish popula­
tion.
The truth of the matter 
is, Germany and France 
are irrelevant.
We do not need to 
justify war to the world community. 
The; United States of America can 
attack whichever nation or terrorist 
groyp that threatens its citizens. 
If Mexico suddenly decided to 
threaten our borders and start plan­
ning to a ttack  Texas, we could, 
preemptively destroy their military to 
prevent such an attack. Why? Quite
simply, it is the duty of our president 
to ensure the safety of American 
citizens. There needs to be no other 
discussion than that.
The sooner the socialist Republics 
of Europe realize that the United 
States is a nation free from their 
entangling alliances, 
the sooner they will 
realize that the 
Clinton-era foreign 
relation policy has 
changed.
In addition, when 
they realize we can 
fight several wars at 
once and that we 
don't need them for 
anything, they will 
realize that to be 
our friends, they must 
begin to act with us, 
not against us.
So now the question is: who are 
our allies? What nation has stood side 
by side with America since before 
September 11 and continues to do 
so now? Times like these show us 
who our true friends in the world are. 
The United Kingdom is a truefriend 
of America. Led by Tony Blair, they
have chosen a course in history that 
will honor them as a nation that 
decided to stand up, fight terrorism 
and fight for freedom. They stand 
shoulder to shoulder with us now 
as we prepare to defend our 
self against Saddam Hussein and 
his threatening 
arsenal of
weapons of
mass destruc­
tion.
Soon Presi­
dent Bush will 
decide whether 
or not to go to 
war to defend 
America and 
the world. Ger­
many, France, 
and the rest of 
the international 
community can wait and see what 
the United States decides, free of 
their influence.
M ichael C. M cP hee, a  political sc i­
e n c e  major, is in h is first yea r a s  a  
co lum nist fo r  T h e  M o n tc la r io n .
Michael C. 
McPHEE
Columnist
V — .....— J 1
66 ...It is the duty
OF OUR PRESIDENT TO 
ENSURE THE SAFETY OF
A merican citizens. 
T here needs to be no
OTHER DISCUSSION THAN 
THAT. ? ?
• All letters must be typed, preferably on disk (text ohly format) or via e-mail. » Letters exceeding 500 words will not be considered for publication. • Once received, letters are 
property of-The Montclarion and may fee edited for length, content and libel. » Letters will not be printed unless they include the author’s name, major, social security number and phone 
number or e-mail address. • Only one letter by an author will be printed each month* • §ybmission deadline: Monday, f 2:00 p.m, » Letters may be submitted through e-mail to 
MontOpinion@yahoo.com or.sent to The Montclarion - y\tfrj: sCPpinion Page Editor, Montclair. State University,. 113 Student. Center Annex,.Upper Montclair, NJ 07043.
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child care wanted
BABY-SITTER needed M-F 2:45-5 
pm. + F/T during kids school 
holiday must have D/L. Please 
page 973-268-6767 or email 
dudlevmoss@iuno.com____________
PART-TIME BABYSITTER: MONT­
CLAIR Seeking fun-loving, experi­
enced babysitter for 2 girls 8 & 4. 
School pick up, homework, light cook­
ing. Drivers License. 3 afternoons a 
week 2:15 - 6:30.973-783-1817
$12+-experienced childcare, one- 
year-old. References required; peda­
gogy, psychology, Spanish-speaking 
preferred. 7-6 EVERY FRIDAY OR 
THURSDAY; AM Wednesday, Thrus- 
day or Friday; and 2 Friday or Satur­
day evenings monthly. Please send 
education, experience, 3 references, 
address, phone, and availability - 
adamsfranz@comcast.net._________
Childcare. Looking for enthusiastic 
person to care for our two boys (9+10) 
on W eds 3-7 w ith o ther days or 
nights possible. N/S, Drives License 
and references required 10$/hr. 
973-744-1843_____________________
SITTER NEEDED. Tuesday and 
Thrusday afternoons 3:30-7:30. Early 
childhood education majors encor- 
aged to apply. Automobile necessary. 
Experience prefered. $9/hrs. Call 
Alaine (9731 783-4589_____________
rent
Room just became available now for 
one female student: shared funished 
room, very close to campus, utilities 
included $ 350/month plus security, 
call for more inform ation or v is it 
973-778-1504_____________________
Room for rent Montclair: 10 minutes 
to 28 bus. Share renovated bath 
with one other. Kitchen laundry, park­
ing privileges, $425/month utilities 
included. Non smoking, female only. 
Funished. Lisa 744-0291___________
miscellaneous
Celebrity Spring Break brought to you 
by StudentCity.com! Book now and 
save up to $100 on all International 
trips. Party like a rock star w ith 
MAXIM Magazine and JACKASS’S 
STEVE-O. Call 1-800-293-1445 
for details, email
sa les@ studentcity.com , or book 
online at www.studentcitv.com.
Absolute Best Deals for Spring 
Break! Acapulco, Cancún, Bahamas, 
Jamaica & Florida; Space still avail­
able. Call us today 1-866-273-2500 
www.vaQabondtours.com__________
4 'D W
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$ 10. 00 up, 30
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The Student Government Association 
MSU Campus Recreation 
Active Students Serving in Society Together 
...Are currently seeking students to be
A I I f ïT I f lN E f i O F F
# % w w  I  R l p n K M  w e  r
On Thursday Night, February 13th at the 
American Heart Association Date Auction! 
Participants and their Dates will win a FREE 
pass to the Valentines Party on Feb. 15th! 
Prizes will be awarded to the top money 
winners! Sign up in the SGA Office to get in!
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Wanna meet the people 
behind Homecoming, 
Winterball, &
Spring Week?
4* mJ
Do you think you've go 
what it takes to plan one 
of these events??
(aka C.L.U.B.)
Wednesday, February 5,2003
7:00-9:00pm
In the SC Commuter Lounge
C.L.U.B. is a class 1 of the SGA
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MSU Honors the 77-78 
Ladies of Basketball
COURTESYOFWWW.MONTCLAIR.EDU
The 7 7 -7 8  women’s basketball team: First Row (I. to r.)Pat Colasurdo, 
Carol Balzejowski, Wanda Szeremeta; Second Row (I. to r.) Jill Jeffrey 
Cathy Meyers, Alice Schmidt, Donela Weber; Third Row (I. to r.)Head 
Coach Maureen Wendelken, Pat Fixter, Jan Ternyik, Ellen Henry, Pat 
Quilty, Karen Smith, Assistant Coach Charlie DiPaolo.
By Anne C lifford  
Sports Editor
The MSU Department of Athletics 
will honor the 1977-78 Women’s Bas­
ketball Team on their 25 Anniversary 
in a pre-game ceremony prior to the 
Red Hawks game with New Jersey 
City University on Wednesday, Febru­
ary 5. The 2003 season marks the 
25th year since the talented squad 
finished fhird in fhe Association of 
Intercollegiate Athletics for Women 
(AIAW) National Championship Tour­
nament.
The story of the 1977-78 MSU wom­
en's basketball team is that of a Cin­
derella story. They were led by one of 
the greatest pioneers in women’s col­
legiate basketball, Carol Blazejowski, 
and they made it all the way to the 
large city of Los Angeles and the 
hallowed Pauley Pavilion at UCLA to 
compete for a national champion­
ship.
ion record 41 points from Blazej­
owski.
Despite the loss, MSU bounced 
back to defeat Wayland Baptist, 
90-88 in the third-place game. A 
third place finish, which was very 
impressive considering that unlike its 
counterparts in the tournament, MSU 
did not boast a single scholarship 
player. To this day, MSU is the only 
non-scholarship team to reach the 
women’s college basketball “ Final 
Four” .
Now Blazejowski is the Vice Pres­
ident and General Manager of 
the WNBA’s New York Liberty, was 
inducted into the Naismith Basketball 
Hall of Fame in 1994. Pat Colasurdo 
and Jill Jeffrey (a former MSU head 
coach) are 1,000-point scorers while 
DeFazio, a defensive stalwart, held 
the career records for assists and 
steals. All four have been inducted 
into the MSU Athletic Hall of Fame 
along with their coach Maureen 
Wendelken.
MIKE CAFARO/THE MONTCLARION
Ebony Allen, who has been named NJAC Rookie of the Week 
four times, jumps for the ball and beats out a Scarlet Raiders 
player, Amanda Mullaney led the team in rebounds wth ten, while 
Dyette Dillard led M SU  with 18 points. M SU Women’s Basketball 
won 73-70 against Rutgers-Newark last night.
Women Win Over Raiders
This event promises to be a very 
special evening, for it will be just 
the second time since the season 
ended in 1978, that the group will 
be assembled.
The accomplishments of the team 
still remain as some of the finest 
achievements in the history of MSU 
athletics. The team finished 25-7, 
establishing a school record for 
wins, a record that stands today. 
In the days before the National Col­
legiate Athletic Association (NCAA) 
recognized women's athletics, they 
com peted in the Association for 
Intercollegiate Athletics for Women 
(AIAW) - the equivalent of Division I 
today - and made it all the way to 
the National Championship Tourna­
ment or the “Final Four” as it is now 
more commonly called.
The tournament took place at 
Pauley Pavilion on the campus of 
UCLA. There, they would face host 
UCLA in the national semifinals, the 
top women’s basketball team in the 
country at the time, led by another 
superstar Ann Meyers. MSU lost that 
game 85-77, despite a Pauley Pavil­
Women’s Basketball Falls to 
Richard Stockton, 68-80
By Jody Eccles 
StaffWriter
MSU's lady Red Hawks fell to 
Stockton,80-68. Making them 4-6 in 
the New Jersey Athletic Conference 
(NJAC), and 8-7 overall.
It is their fourth loss in the past 
five games.
Freshman Ebony Allen was the 
leading point-scorer with 23 points, 
while Erin Schultz and Jasmine Batts
recorded 17 and 15 points, respec­
tively.
Batts also contributed with 6 
rebounds and three steals in the 
losing cause.
The Stockton Ospreys led in the 
first half, but MSU, headed by coach 
Jaime Hoffman, moved within one 
point at half time with the score 
being 38-37.
But, in the second half, the 
Ospreys exploded for 42 more points, 
while the Red Hawks only got 23, 
making the final score 80-68.
Not only was Allen the highest 
scorer in the game but she also won 
the NJAC Rookie of the Week Honor 
for the week of January 26.
It is the second consecutive week 
that she has won this honor, and her 
fourth time this season.
She posted an average 18 points 
and six rebounds in MSU’s 1-1 week.
Against Ramapo, she opened the 
game with 13 points, six rebounds, 
two assists, and two steals.
The Red Hawks ended up winning 
by one point.
Later in the week, against Stock- 
ton, she had six rebounds and 23 
points in the losing cause.
Allen ranks seventh overall in 
points, averaging about 16 points 
per game.
She is ranked ninth in tree-throw 
shooting and tied for fifth in field- 
goal percentage.
Other stats for the Red Hawks 
include a 3-2 record at home and 
a 3-4 record away in the overall 
standings.
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Sport/ Trivio
Question: In what city were the 
Washington Redskins founded and 
when?
Answer to Last Week’s 
Question:
John Wooden coached UCLA to 
10 National Basketball Champion­
ships.
-13| PARENTS STRONGLY CAUTIONED*» |
www.bikerboyz.com
Live more comfortably; make the 
world a cleaner place. Ask about 
what the ENERGY STAR® label 
could mean for your new home.
change.
Money Isn l AH You're Saving
ww w.energystar.gov 1-888-STAR-YES 
ENERGY S t a r  is sponsored by the US Environmental 
Protection Agency and the US Department of Energy.
* ★ ★ * * * ★ * * * ★ * * * ★ * * * * * * *
* Positions Available Imme4iately *
*  for Ma4 Scientists. *
* ********* J
*  Ma<| Science of  N o rth  Central New Jersey *  
J  is currently looking fo r students to  work J  
* 1 -4  hours a week teaching science classes* 
* t o  kids. Excellent pay-including tra in ing!! J
*  Po You: *
*  Love W orking w ith children/ *
*  *H ave fu ll-tim e  access to  a car/ ★
*  *  Have an outgoing personality/ J
*  i f  you answered yes to  these questions. *
*  give us a call at (9 7 5 ) 244-1880 ★
and set up an interview. +
ir ir
★ * * ★ ★ * * ★ * * ★ ★ ★ * ★ ★ * * ★ ★ * *
Marketing Positions 
Earn $15-20 per hour
• Flexible Schedules
• Work With Friends 
• All You Need Is Personality!
• Positions Filling Rapidly! ;
Call Bob NOW! 
973-275-1188
Open up 
a world of 
pportunities 
in the
ealth sciences.
The field of healthcare is 
exploding. And the demand 
for well-trained professionals 
and scientists is increasing. 
At UMDNJ, you can enter 
this world of opportunity 
through one of fifty different 
programs.
With eight nationally 
recognized schools, located 
on five convenient campuses, 
and affordable tuition, 
UMDNJ gives you the 
power to change your 
career...and your life.
At UMDNJ, our specialty 
is helping you find yours. 
For more information, call 
1-877-GO-UMDNJ 
or visit our website at 
www.umdnj.edu
JIVERS1TY OF MEDIClh
Dentistry of New Jersey
New Jersey Medical School New Jersey Dental School School of Osteopathic Medicine 
Robert Wood Johnson Medical School School of Health Related Professions 
School of Nursing Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences School of Public Health
www.umdnj.edu
www.themontclarion.org
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Through 1/21
Men’s  Basketball
NJAC Overall
Ramapo 9-1 15-2
MSU 8-2 14-2
William Paterson 8-2 14-3
Rowan
. V s;
13-3
Richard Stol|on J ■ Æ 10-7
NJCU 4-6 9-8
Kean 4-6 8-8
TCNJ 3-7 10-7
Rutgers-Camden 2-8 6-10
Ritgers-Newark 1-9 6-10
Women’s  Basketball
Sports January 30, 2003 • ^ Montclarion #
igd H a w k
A c t i o n
TRACK
Sun. 2/2 @ East Stroudsburg 
10 a.m.
MEN’S BASKETBALL
Sat. 2/1 vs. Ramapo 
2 p.m
Wed. 2/5 NJCU 
6 p.m.
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
Sat. 2/1 vs. Ramapo 
4 p.m.
Wed. 2/5 vs. NJCU 
8 p.m.
SWIMMING
Tues. 2/4 @ William Paterson 
6 p.m.
WRESTLING
Senior
Hometown: Minsk, Belarus
Eduard is 17-1 overall and he is the 
Defending NCAA champion in the 174 weight 
class.
NJAC Overall
Kean 10-0 15-2
TCNJ 8-2 13-4
Richard Stockton 8-2 12-5
Rutgers-Camden
William Paterson ;6 § j i f  9-8
MSU 4 -6 . ,J  8_7
Ramapo 4-6 9-8
Rowan 3-7 6-11
NJCU 1-9 4-13
Rutgers-Newark 0-10 4-11
Thurs. 1/30 @TCNJ 
7 p.m;
* New Jersey Athletic Conference Contests
V_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ J
R e s u l t s
r  N
Wrestling
1I25-MSU21, DVC28 
Women’s Basketball
h o n o r a b l e  m e n t i o n
Pierre M itchell 
Freshman Guard 
Hometown: Newark, NJ
Pierre scored 13 points and had three 3-point­
ers against Richard Stockton on Saturday.
Jerome Trawick 
Jun ior Center 
Hometown: Newark, NJ
Jerome had 26 points and 14 rebounds on 
Wednesday against Ramapo.
Women’s  Swimming
NJAC Overall
Rowan 3-1 5-1
TCNJ
/J IB
» 1 ik»JBi
: | | j  j
1 7-3
William Parson H 9 1 9-3
MSU 1-2 6-5
1125 - MSU 68, Richard Stockton 80 * 
Men’s Basketball
1125 - MSU 76, Richard Stockton 70 *
* New Jersey Athletic Conference Contests
JV.
(0
J Q
+ *
Q
X
to
<8
m
Jasm ine Batts 
Freshman
Hometown: Carteret, NJ
Jasmine scored 15 points, six rebounds, and 
had three steals on Saturday against Richard 
Stockton.
Women’s Basketball 
Honored for ‘77-78 Season 
S ee Page 28
Voi 82, No. 16
red hawk
orts Wrestling Loses Last Home Meet S ee P age 30J a n u a ^ ^ 2 ^ ^ 2 0 0 3
MSU Cheerleaders Are 
Fighting to Come Back
By Anne Clifford 
Sports Editor
like coaches and dedicate  
their free time to help out with 
practices and making up the
The vCheer- 
leadèrs at MSU 
have come 
along way in the 
past year.
They are still 
not considered 
a sport and they 
are not spon­
sored by the uni­
versity, . but in 
the pasf semes­
ter they began 
to make more 
headway.
In December, 
the cheerlead­
ers asked for a 
bus for transpor­
tation to com ­
petitions and 
games. With little delay, the 
school complied.
Earlier in the semester, 
though, they had to pay for 
their own transportation to 
every foo tba ll game and 
competitive event.
There is still no official fac­
ulty adviser or coach, but 
there are two helpers that act
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Cheerleaders pose for a picture after a football game 
last season.
leaders have three major 
competitions.
The first one is March 1, 
the next is in 
March, The 
Big Apple 
C o m p e t i ­
tion, and 
the last is at 
the end of 
the month 
and is held 
at Wilkes 
College in 
Pennsylva­
nia.
Because 
of the com­
p e t i t i o ns ,  
the cheer­
leaders do 
not cheer at 
the winter 
s p o r t i n g  
events such 
as basket­
routines.
One of the helpers is a 
former MSU cheerleader, the 
other, is his friend. Juliann Parvin 
said that, "We have come a 
long way in the past year and 
a half, but in the future I want 
to be recognized more by the 
school."
Coming up soon, the cheer­
ball.
They do, however, 
attend the pep rallies for 
each evenf.
The cheerleaders still 
have a long way to go 
so that they can be spon­
sored,by. the school and 
be wider recognized by 
the campus.
Hawks Defeated Rutgers
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Pierre Mitchell shoots the ball to the hoop, 
Mitchell helped lead M SU to their 67-46 win 
against Rutgers-Newark last night. Mitchell 
scored the most out of the MSU players with 
13 points.
Red Hawks Basketball 8-2 in Conference
A
By Anne Clifford 
Sports Editor
HSU 81
Ramapo 84
MSU 76
Stockton 70
Despite the fact that the 
Red Hawks lost last week to 
Ramapo, they are still second 
in the Conference with a 
record of 8-2. They won their 
game on Saturday against 
Richard Stockton making their 
overall record 15-2.
Red Hawks Fall at Ramapo
The No. 20 MSU m en’s 
basketball team suffered 
its second defeat in three 
games with an 84-81 set­
back at the Athletic Center 
at Ramapo College.
The loss dropped the Red 
Hawks to 13-2 overall and
into a second place tie in the 
New Jersey Athletic Confer­
ence with William Paterson 
University with a 7-2 mark.
The host Roadrunners 
improved to 14-2 overall and 
also assumed sole posses­
sion of first place in the con­
ference with an 8-l NJAC 
mark.
Ramapo led by as much 
as 16 points in the first 
half (31 -15) en route to a 
46-40 advantage at halftime, 
although MSU drew within 
39-35 with 3:25 left on the 
strength of a 12-0 run.
The host Roadrunners also 
shot nearly 60 percent from 
the field in the opening 
20 minutes, connecting on 
17-of-29 field goal attempts 
(58.6 percent), while MSU 
made 15-of-33 tries from the 
field (45.5 percent).
MSU used an 11-2 run to 
pull within 58-53 with just 
under 14 minutes remaining, 
and trailed by a 75-74 score 
with 5:16 left before Ramapo 
scored seven of the game’s 
next eight points.
MSU then trailed by three 
points with 10 seconds left,
but a potential game- 
tying three-point shot from 
the right side by Red 
Hawk senior guard Joseph 
Thomas was blocked by 
Ramapo's Amin Wright just 
before time ran out.
Red Hawk junior center 
Jerome Trawick led all 
players with 26 points and 
14 rebounds, and also 
connected on 10-of-l l  
free-throw attempts.
Senior guard Ben Marti­
nez and freshman forward 
Antwan Dozier each con­
tributed 15 points, with 
Dozier adding six rebounds 
and Martinez four assisfs.
Junior guard Abe John­
son tallied nine points for 
the Red Hawks, and also 
recorded five assists and 
four steals before fouling 
out.
Jared Milligan paced 
Ramapo with 19 points, fol­
lowed by Jay Degroat with 
16 points, while Rasheen 
Gadsen and Tennyson 
Whitted registered seven 
rebounds a piece.
Whitted also collected 
10 points and a game-
high 14 assists as the Road­
runners topped the Red 
Hawks in Mahwah for the 
third time in four seasons.
MSU Tops Richard Stockton
MSU bounced back from 
its second de fea t of the 
season with a 76-70 victory 
over Richard Stockton in 
New Jersey Athletic Confer­
ence action Saturday after­
noon in Porfiona.
Freshman Dozier felt right 
at home with a game- 
high 23 points to led the 
Red Hawks (14-2, 8-2).
The Ospreys led early 
with a 17-8 advantage with 
12:32 remaining in the first 
half, but the Red Hawks ral­
lied to take a 34-32 halftime 
lead capped  by a three 
pointer from Michael Gluck 
during a 15-4 run.
In the second half, Pierre 
Mitchell capped a 7-0 run 
for MSU with a trey followed 
by another jumper to give 
MSU its biggest lead at 68-55 
with 6:52 remaining.
Stockton rallied late to 
pull within four, but the Red
Hawks were able to hold 
on with four free throws in 
the final 37 seconds of the 
game.
Mitchell and Gluck each 
finished the game with 13 
points, including three three- 
pointers while teammate 
Abraham Johnson chipped 
in with eight points and seven 
assists.
Dozier Recognized as Rookie 
Of the Week
Dozier earns NJAC Rookie 
of the Week honors for the 
fifth time this season and the 
second consecutive week 
after averaging 19.0 points 
and 6.5 rebounds in MSU’s 
1-1 week.
Dozier leads MSU in scor­
ing and ranks second in 
the NJAC at 16.1 points per 
game.
He also ranks ninth in the 
league in both field goal per­
centage (.508) and three- 
point field goal percentage 
(.378).
